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Abstract

Through his depiction of the ordinary and the everyday, Stanley Spencer manages to convey an

extraordinary vision. This research investigates hi~ visionary intentions as expressed through

narrative pictorial devices. The construction of an 'Alternative Reality' in painting reletes to the

desir~ to absorb the spectator into an imaginary world of the artist's devising, based largely on his

culture~specific environment Through the use of a naturalistic styie, Spencer is able to mirror as

well as devimt1 from 3straightforward copy of events to arrive at a visual expression Qf his

idiosyncratic vh!ws. I will examine how his belief in the redemptive power of art underlies hi:;

transfusior cf ordinary situations with his unorthodox religious views . .<J views of W.J.T. Mitchell

and JamoJ Elkins on the radical possibilities of narrative in painting are considered in relation to

Spencer's method of constructing images and his process of materializing his unified l,I'isiofl. I

relate my own work to the above concerns.
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Introduction

"Just as a book will absorb you into a VJorldso I hope my paintings dCI

so. They are parts of this idea I have ...of life and what is to me

significant in it..When I read a book I want ..ID be held in the

atmosphere of it because then you ...Iive in it and there is no jump

between you and the affairs of the book. This same absorption is

possible in picb'res and is,a legitimate and proper thing for a painter

to aim at..and expect the spectator to enter into. I wish people would

read my pictures". j

The visual idiom of Stanley Spencer's work offers a rich opportunity to examine tht='1 visionary

intentions as manifested through a metscc ~e of narrative. Spencer expresses his intention to
allow the spectator of his work to be ab:~;lJrbedinto an alternative, imaginary world where human

experience can be fashioned in a translatable and communicable form. The construction of an

'alternative realityl in a painting relates to such a narrative impulse as it arises between a personal

experience of the world and an effort to desc. ibe that experience through visual language. F©rthe

purpose of this dissertation, the term 'Alternative Reality' is thus used to refer to a hypothetical

construct which the artist devises as metaphor for a very personal vision.

A compelling naturalism is tI)e \~sionary artisfs means of presenting directl~ to the viewer an

immediate vision as it is the sense of immanence that wishes to be defined. A naturalistic style is

thus used as a means of making the vision vivid and immediate to the onlooker. The close

observation and depiction of naturalistic detail is a means to a personal vision and expression of

personal philosophies beyond the sight of mere appearance. Roland Barthas has pointed out how

the narrative impulse "ceaselessly substitutes meaning for the straightforward copy of the events

j Stanley Spencer as quoted by Bell, 1992, p, 52
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recountedM2• How this occurs and what kind f)f meaning is substituted in Spencer's work will be

examined within the mili·'lu in which he specifically chose to work. The 'Cookhamisalion'3 of his

imagery bespeClks the obsessive and stubbomly idiosyncratic course which he took in pursuing his

vision at the height of the modernist advance in Europe. Regarded as having achieved "peculiar

eminence" as a "naive visionaryll,f, commentators on Spencers ~r:7i(}!1<have generally neglected his

oeuvre, and as Hyman notes, "Spencer has been marginalised partly because his best work

seems indifferent to the crisis of language that has dl'minated twentieth century artll•5

A recent resurfacing of interest in Spencer is exemplified in a proliferation of texts on th9 artist

Some of the more substantial and thorough examinations of Spencer's oeuvre include Keith Bell's

IIStanley Spencer, the complete catalogue of the works" (1992) and Kenneth Pople's "Stanley

Spencer, a biographt (1991). While I found many texts on Spencer to be anecdotal, PopIe's close

reading of Spencers to~aloutput including his numerous writings, provided a valuable source.

Bell's encompfy~sing catalogue of Spencer's work enabled me to gain a valuable overview of his

v::ork.

In Chaltlter 1 I consider Spencer's position within the context of fur modernist advance in British

paintinn, highlighting his particular visionary approach. His desire to find an affinnative revel:.roon

in even the most mundane aspects of life and the realisation of this pursuit in a constancy of vision

is discussed insofar as itcons1itutes his particular construction of an alternative reality. I briefly

consider Spencer as a precursor to a particul(,J style of Visionary painting which maintains a

culture specific Quffook in a constant vision, following which, a definition of the term Alternative

Reality is put forward.

Following the modernist emphasis on media specificity, the argument that painting should not be

temporal because time is 110tproper to its essential nature, has been countered by W.J.T. Mitchell

2 Barthes ,R. 1988 The wisdom of art Calligmm Ed. by Bryson, N. CalTtlridge; Cambridge University Press, p.79
3refemng to his portrayal of his subject matter ill the idiosyncratic style typical of his presentation of Cookham, where
he was born and which he idolised.
4Arnaoon, 1977,p.539
5Hyman, 'i991, p. 31
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(1986). I briefly examine his line of argument in legitimising the expression of di;1course and

narrative through painilng. The radical possibilities of a narrative impulse in painting are illustrated

in a text by James Elkins (1991) on "The Impossibility of Stories: The Anti-narrative and Non~

narrative Impulse in Modern Painting~. His ?fgument is useful in considering Spencer's position

within a narrative tradition of painting.

In Chapter 2, I examine how Spencer addresses the Renaissance tradition of religious painting in

order tt) analyse his use of and deviation f.om such conventions. spencers views on spirituality

anti religion are discussed as being instrumental in such deviation. His unorthodox views on

sexuality are also mentioned as they inflect on his religious outicok which complicated the reading

of his images. The role of allegory in his attempt to translate his philosophies through images is

briefly considered. Some devices used in visionary religious art of the Renaissance are examined

alongside selected examples of Spencer's religious subjects in order to !dentify his personal

motivations in his depiction of religious themes.

Chapter 3 looks at the traditional narrative mode of continuous narration a; 4Jnattempt at
suggesting a temporal dimension in painting. Spencer's unusually long, horizontal fonnat in

selected examples is examined inasmuch as it corresponds to SlI,,!t ordering of space and related

conventions of inscenated narrative. His Shipbuilding series represElnts one of his major

achievements in its fusion of the documentary with the mystical. These paintings clearly exemplify

his close idel1fi1icationwith the people and places he painted and fJle sense of belonging he

identifies in them. His method of constructing an image and his process of materie';sing his unified

vision is explored.

In Chapter 4 the underlying theme of resurrection tllroughout Spencer's oeuvre is discussed

insofar as it establishes an interdependency between artworks. The redemptive function of the

theme of resurrection as portrayed by Spencer finds its strongest expression in his paintings on

war-related events. "The Resurrection with the- RaiSing of Jairus' Daughter" (1947~ is examined as

an example where the narrative device of a 'frame within a frame' implies various levels of reality.

Distortion as a marker of emotional involvement is discussed in specifi(': examples.
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In Chapter 5 I attempt to ouUine my own approach to the construction of an alternative reality and

consider some aspects corresponding to Spencers visionary constructions. In my depiction of a

personal vision I also present everyday situations that reflect on conventional views of religion. My
particular approach to narrative is ouHined in specific examples.
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Chapter 1

Spencer's Peculiar Vision
An indigenous fascination with reflecting life a..u society characterises the art of Britain even

beyond the modernist urge to purify art of eVeJ)1hing except its essential form. Thus we find

complementarf to the bias towards abstraction during the formative years of modem art, a strong

desire to reflect the habits, thoughts and dreams of society, which Gore (1986) links to the

empiricist strain in British philosoph~. The brutal onslaught of the First World War also ensured

that many artists moved away from their former interp,st in near-absuaction and began to explore

more representational alternatives.

Although undeniably individualistic in his approach, the young Spencer also displayed an interest

in the fonnal concerns of hi~ipeers and in the revitalisation of the British visual idiom through the

example of the continental influences of Cezanne and the Cubists. However, while drawn towards

the structural severity of the abstractionists, Spencer, like William Roberts, Edward Burra and

others remained free from fOlmalist orthodoxy. Spencer's passionate need to make his life and

fantasies into art overrode any theoreticat interest he might heve developed in piGtori,allanguage.

He was very conscious and protective of his creative vision and insisted on the individuality of his

work, while taldng any suggestion of inHuenoes as a direct threat to the purity of that vision, and in

later years he denied that he had Men ~nfl':.ltlncedby any form of contemporary art at a1l7• He was,

however, well aware of developments 1nthe contemporary arts in London, and expressed great

appreciation for the work of Duncan Grant and Jacob Epstein. Differing greatly with modernist

theories on the role of subject matter in painting, which he believed to be essential to the

expressive nature of his work, he found the modernist emphasis on the formal aspects c f the

artwork. limiting and felt that Wabstractart looks like the product of exams. Very contrived and within

the rules."8

6 Gore, 1986, p. 9
7This claim is of course highly debatable. Its importance lies not in it.svalidity though, but in the light it sheds on
Spenoor's views on the individuality of his work.
8Stanley $J:.'eflCeI' as quoted by Bell, p. 26



Spencer has been referred to as the very British successor to Blake and the Pre -Raphaelites; "In

one aspect of his work ...unself-consciously adopting the primitive eye of the child, in another ...the

Slade draughtsman whose virtuosity equals the old masters".9 Pre-Raphaeliteism was stiil

regarded as a cuntinuing tradition in English painting as some of its late followers lived well into the

new century. In Spencer's work the Pre-Raphaelite influtmce formed a natural continuatioli from

his interest in illustration and the English landscape. This influence impacted most notably on his

obsessive treatment of narrative detail. Bel! indicates suoh traces in the types of landscapes

Spencer depicts in specific paintings as well as the fOnTI2t he chooses for his compositions.

"Technically it has been described as Pre-Raphaelitism out of Cubism: th~re is all the minutely

faithful detail of flowers and so on of a HOlman-Hunt but the (lrawing and design arE:..iJbist enough

to make Holman-Hunt fainf'. 10

Spencers home-grown Pre-Raphaelite interest is also reflected in his identification with early

Italian R~nQ.~sance painting such as the work of Giotto c:.J:,lFra Angelico amongst otllers. As a

student ai the Slade he was briefly involved with a loosely associated group known as the Nee-

Primitives, wnich appeared to be moving towards a revival of tile Pre-Raphaelite movement

through a return to its sources in Italy. Popla points out a similarity in approach in Spencer and

these early Renaissance artisis in his ability to metamorphose intense spiritual feeling into

associations that are given ezpresslon in direct and lucid images. His images are simple to the

point of naivete, and the self-imposed limitation of visual range and expression is disciplined by the

logic, not of reason, but of sensibility. Like the early Renaissance masters, the innocence of his

early work was programmed for altarpieces and frescoed chapels. Ii

The Neo-Primitives included several of SpencerJs prominent contemporaries like Gertler,

Nevinson, and Wadsworth and was symptomatic of the general trend at the time, cuHivated and

encouraged by Roger Fry. Fry and his circk~ l\l<t.lkedtowards the continent to revitalise English art

9Gore, 1986,p. 10
10Tlmes of India, 29 March 1929 quoted by Bell, 1992, p. 58
11 Popie, 1991, p. 513. On pp. 194 and 255 quotes ~ expressing his intention (in his ~
regarcing the Sardlam memorial Chapel at Burghclem), to learn fresco. He abondoned the idea, hoWever, and the
paintings wero executed In oil on canvas.
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by way of the primitive elements which captured the French and German interes:t at the ~ime. For

the rather conservative English taste the Italian primitives seemed a litc.femore palo1able than the

predominantfy nonaEuropMn artefacts that inspired the continental :Jrtists. Most factions of the

English avant-garde were, however, unified in their appreciation of the importance Cif primitive art

and its place in the modern mow!Jment

The period after WW1 was a \ime of temporary exhaustion and uncertainty when mCliUlf of

Spencer's contemporaries found so\acH in Ire-flxamining their relationship with tradition. These

artists, amongst them William Roberts" Paul N.ash and Wyndham lewis, had served in the

trenches and were impelled by their eKpeliepces towards a descriptive realism. So many artists

were driven to eonslder the fate of man and his er"ironment that, although the tendency was still

towards Modermism, it moved away .rom atstraction. This development was in keeping with what

was happening on the continent WW1 saw the first major breakdown of the modernist idiom. The

energy of Cubism and Futurism had been spent 2t1d its most prominent figures, Picasso, Derain,

Carra and Severini called for a return to the traditional values of high c:rt.12 Although Spencer had

never embarked on the modernist adventure, Hyman (1991) indicates a change in his work to a

'fallen state', to which Spencer himself rteferred as the loss of his innocent vision connected to his

forced removal from Cookham during WW1. Although the war had a con~uming influence on

Spencers childlike lnnoeence, the visible impact on hi~ art was subtle; unlike the ,) :Juish visible in

war commissions executed by his contemporaries, his paintings of war themes never \iealt directly

with the horrors of violence and death. He preferred to present the redeeming qualities of simple,

domestic actions of the soldiers, as portrayed in the Sand ham memorial ch~el. Although he did

see some action against the Bulgarians in Macedonia in 1917, it was his service as medical order1y

at Beaufort War Hospital from June 1915 to August 1916 that profoundly influenced his war

paintings. The tedium of his daily duties was suddenly and miraculously relieved by his exposure,

via a Roman Catholic friend, Desmond Chute, to the writings of St AUl}ustine. "St Augustine says

about God 'fetching and carrying', I am always thinking of those words. It makes me want to do

12Buchloh. in his arUcle 'Figures of authority, ciphers of rogression: Notes on the rerum of l'SI.lIasentation in European
art',(Fraooina. F.(ad) 1902 Art in Modem Culture; an anthology of critical texts Harp~ 8l1d Collins, New YOI1<)
oonnects this tet'ldency to the rioo of authoritarian political systems In Germany.ltaly and Russia.
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pictures. The bas-reliefs in the Giotto Campanile give me the same feelingU .13 This notion had a

decisive influence on his reverence for simple labour and his interest in the ordinary which resulied

in his transfomlation, through painting, of the everyday occurrence Into action of spiritual

significance. "...Suddenly Ibegan to see and catch hold of little par!ioles of this life in the scrubbing

of a floor or the making 017 a bed, and so, gradually, everything begtln ito reveal to me...ijntil at ;dst I

felt I could reveal the whole progress of my soul by stating clearly th~s\e impressioll1s of my

surroundings ...so at last things bpcame sacm~ to me by association. '14 This ch~ffacteristic finds

its clearest expression in his empa~;ijytowards ttte workers depimed in his Second World War

paintings of the Port Glasgow Shipyards.(discussed in Chapter 3).

In all essay on Stanley Spencer, Carol Weight (1988) writes:

"the innovator of an art movement need not necessarily have a great artistic personality; it

is the idea which takes possession, not the man ...but if a man is to succeed 425 a

reactionary artis~ as Stanley Spencer undoubtedly was (and I dD not mean that in a

derogatory way), then he must do so by the sheer force and originality of his
personality" .15

The idea of personality, of a unique vision, is central to much of thp flguf8l1\fe art which bas

emerged in Britain and elsewhere during the 1980s and 1991Ds. Depicting the apparen1fy ordinary

in a rhetoric or peculiar vision characterises the work of many narrative painters who prefer te paint

not directly from life or the mirror, but from memory and the imagination in order to express

personal experiences and emotions more direcU" through theatrical images and stories. In

presenting Spencer as a precursor in constructing an alternative reiality through a constancy of

vision which contributes to the realisation of a personal world-view, I will briefly consider other

visual artists who typify this metaphorical take on reality in their respective constructions of an

alternative reality. Paula Rega, a British painter of Portuguese origin bases her imaggs finnly

within Portuguese culture and refers to experiences from her childhood and adolescence, Despite

13Spencer as quoted by PopIe, p, 113. Popls indicates tha~it is a paraphmsa of a pa&33g6 from Si. Augustine..~
Confessions: "ever busy yet ever at rest, gathering yet never neecing, bearing, filling, guarcing, oreating, I'IOUrishing,
perfecting"
14Spencarcorrespondenoo,1923, as quotadby Cork, 1991\, p, 296
15Weight, C. Painters at the Royal College of Art, Ed Huxloy, P. Phaidon Christies Ltd. and the Royal Cvllege of
Art.
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havjn~ lived in Gmat Britain for thl$/ past 25 yttars, sbs depicts very specific features in her figures

and landSi.!apes that rI9fle(';t her P'cl~luguese 0li9in. f3imilarly, Fernando Botero's use of excessive

fatness in his depiction (if figures 'can be regarded ,13S a metaphor for the Latin American sense of

ihe fab!.llous. Despite leaving COlombia at 18, his, approach has remained constant even in his

repainting of Italian Renaissance masterpieces. l.8otharHsts have developed their cwn personal

vocabularies which am permeated with culture ..;;;pacific mferences and continue the visionary

quality which is $0 typiclally English in the cas ..: of Stanley Spencer. Spencer's strong sense of

1)1~"(lein his !dolisation 01:his hometown of Cookham and the role of Cookham l!iIIagers (i.e.

;spooifically English folk) has a definite sf2;mp on all his work. Even images painted outside Great

Btitaill, such as "Souvenir of Switzerland" (1f/'3:3-34t) are populated by Cookhamites and bear litHe

I.'~~\:ere'll(,;eto the acJual si[es. Spencer's ai~emaJtivereality consists of a recreated Cookham.

A1filOU~lhhis obsession with the village is onen somewhat eXBflgerated10 in texts on him, Cookham

ha.s alw2lYs remained a I~omfort,ablei'netap'hor lor 'Englishness' in his art. His representation of the·

villa\'1e,though OI:)t accurate in ,Imimetic sense, ~sr£,markably close in feeling to the actual village

as it .Stilil is tada)f. While the setiijngs he d'i~picts ere f,airly straightforward views of places in

Cookham, fthe r)erspectivGs have been distorted and figures are often placed strangely in and at

the ellge~softhl.l canvas.

Amheim1l r.(.'It~sthe complexities surrounding the term 'reality' by pointing out that what the nooJral

sdences call real, belongs to the transcendental realm; a world beyond the reach of our senses.

f3rysoni8. in defining realism, points out that it lies in the coincidence be tween a representation and

that which a particular society proposes and assumes as its reality; a reality involving the complex

formation of codes of behaviour, Jaw, psychology, social manners, dress, gesture, posture ~ail

those practical norms which govern the stance of human beings roward their particular historical

environment I will use what Amheim calls the 'phenomenal' WOrld, the world of perceptual

experience, combined with Bryson's brief deSCription above as perimeters for the term 'reality~ and

in attempting to define the term 'AJternative Reality' as used in this document 'Reality' is thus

16 his oosesscn was not with Cookham itself so muoh as with 'tllat Cookham f~il\'\1' which refers back to his safe,
secure. happy chilcl1Ot>d.
17Amheim, 1992, p. 27
18Bryt:ln, 1$£13, p, 13
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undel"~1oorl as the wc},rldof perceptual experience determined by those pwcticall10mls which

~ll)vem the si;:mce of human beings toward their particular historical envirl.)nment I use the term

'jl\ltf-lfnQtlive Reality' to refer to a situation which appears vef1! similar. An altel native solution

(alternative reality) to a question (the attempt at creating the perfect copy) implies a solution of

satisfactory simi!fJ.rity to the first or ideal solution (t~eperfeGt copy). Alternative n~ality thus refersto

a hypothetical relality similal'to the 'model' reality, probably to a large extent based on the 'model'

r~a!ity, but adhelring to slighify different rules. The artist as creator of this alternative reality,

dictates these "ule~. It is importar.( to note that Alternative Reality is a hypothetical concept and not

meant to imp;)1 anythmg in the na'Lure of an 'alternative universe', Alternative reality only exists in

mUSil')ni~ticform and as a fabrication of the artist It thus serves as a means of representing a very

persona v!sirm via illusionistic devices traditionally associated witt) the Western concept of

realism. Thl!~viewer is presented with a convh:cing image of the human siiuation but depicted from

a culture-specific Vi9wpoint The idea of an alternative reality is thus closely linked to tile concept

of style, since every artist recreates the wond according to how he sees it, freeing it from w the

nameless Weight which held it bar.k and kept it I:Jquivocal"19. What sets the recreated world of an

artist like Spencer apart is the extent to which it dif!~rs from general perception while appearing to

attempt to correspond to it Style is the means of re-creating the world according to the values of

tfll~one who discovers it The ~vaythis discovered world is imaged is both a way of making it

visible and communicating the values found andlor expressed in it. In presenting an alternative

reality the artist takes on the role of narrator in the process of refiguring his physical reality.

"Whenever a piece of news is conveyed, ...there is a mediator ~the voice of the narrator is audible.

The mediacy of the narrator ...constitutes a sort of analogue to our experience of reality in

general".20 An altemative mality needs to be based closely on observed fact since it is

constructed to express idea§ or 'l,fisions of the artist pertaining to his own physical situation. "The

narrator is the one who evaluates, who is sensitively aware, who observes, ..We do not apprehend

the world in itself, but rather as it has passed through the medium of an observing mind". 21

19MGI'Ieau·Ponty, M. Au quoted in The Merleau..ponty Reader, Northwestern University Press, Evanston. 1992 p.93
20 Stanzel, 1984, p. 4
11 Kate Friedemanr as quoted by Stanzal, 1984, p. 4
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As such the construction (if an alternative reality is ideologically motivated. The issues which the

artist addresses concern very personal views and values and by addressing them he hopes to

bprtrl about enlightenment c:lCceptanceand change in the viewer and thus he takes on a role not

, I:' 0 ~,at of a local propret, By departing from mimetic and illusionistic principles in varying

degrt:;es, the artist ensures that ttJe viewer realises that he is observing an image of the artist's

vision. It is on this count t~:atSpencer often faced public criticism; because he was also known to

paint closely obse "ad naturalistic portraits and landscapes, his audience often misread the

distortions in his visionary paintings as lack of skill. It is my intention to examine in later chapters

how Spencer inserts meaning, pertaining to his personal v· ';)11, into both deSCriptive and traditional

narratives22 •

Spencer, as quoted in the introduction, expresses two intentions which lie at the core of his

visionary work: Firstiy for his paintings to absorb tha spectator into a world of its own, and

secondly to relate to t~e viewerhis own idiosyncratic philosophies through his artwork. Basing his

analyses on Spencer's own writings, Pople has demonstrated convincingly the extent to which

Sp{:ncer's personal philosophies are contained in and communicated through his work. Apart from

personal correspondences with family, mends and patrons, Spencer W(ute extensive notes on his

work and philosophies. By the end of his life, his writings totalled millions of words, written on

anything from thick notebooks to old envelopes and stored in several trunks into which he would

dip to re-read, re-annotate, re-paginate. He seldom kept letters, but would draft. replies which

would oftAn remain unposted because, having sorted out his thoughts in them he found them of

more value to himself than to the intended recipient In Spencer's writings ideas flow like a stream

of consciousness, offering little by way of immediate iIIumiflation regarding his paintings. Pople

identifies a manner of code in them, born "from the impossibility all artists face, in whatever

medium, of finding in the words or images or symbols they are given to use that universality their

imagination perceives".23 He pleads for a holistic approach to Spencer's art since "an artistic

interpretation which ignores Spencer's material existence will remain 'truncated. Yet a biography

which blinds itself to the revelation in his paintings of the facts of his existence can only perpetuate

22 With mscriptiva narrntives Irefer to those paintings illustrating an event ratller than an eJdsting 'traditional' narrative
23Popie, 1992, p, xiv
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the superficiality which saw him - and sometimes sees him still- as whimsical or innocent of

unworldly or even as blasphemer or pornographer .."His art, perceived through sympathetic

understanding of his life, can reveal a transcendent QuOook, an intriguing and majeStic vision of

life...which most may joyously recognise as having eternal and universal import" .24

The m(lrtemist project consisting of the progressive elimination of the influence of one medium

upon another and the gradual reduction of each to iis 'essential' properties and possibilities, as

formulated by Clement Greenberg, insisted on the aesthetic 'eXtinction of personality'. It sought to

evacuate language, literature, narrative and textuality from the field of visual aft25, thereby erasing

discoursp- and speech to attain 'purity' and opticality, expressing what Rosalind Krauss calls a 'will
to silence". 26 In an essay on Lessing's attempt to ground f Jneric boundaries of the arts,

Mitchell proposes a new way of conceiving of the space-time problem in the arts. The whole

notion of the 'spatial' and 1emporal' arts, he believes, is misconceived insofar as it is employed to

sustain an essential ditfurenUation of or within the arts. He argues that the tendency of artists to

breach the supposed boundaries between temporal and spatial arts is "not a marginal or

excertional practice, but a fundamental impulse in both the theory and practice of the arts, one

which is not confined to any particular genre or period. Indeed, so central is this impulse that it

finds expression even in the writings of theorists like Kant and Lessing who established the

tradition of denying it"27 •

Mitchell proposes the space-time problem as a dialectical struggle in which the opposed terms

tak~ on different ideological roles anti relationships at different moments in history. He points out

that in the v:sual arts, the medium consists of forms displayed in space: these forms represent

bodies and their relationships in space. The percepton of both medium and message is

instantaneous, taking no appreciable time. On the other hand, reading occurs in time; "the signs

which are read are uttered or inscribed in a temporal sequence, (ilod the events represented or

24 Ibid, p, xv
25see Greenberg's 1940 Towards a newer l.aoeoOn, reprinted in the Collected HSZY' and critl51.m, ed by J. O'
Brian, 1986. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, pp 23 - 37.
26 KIll!Jss, 1985, p. 8
27 Mitchell, 1986, p. 98
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narrated occur in arne. Violations of these rules when, for example. a painting must be scanned in

some temporal interval or when a painting represents temporal events, scenes from a narrative, or

even a sequence of images that suggest movement are frequenUy explained away as not being

the primary business of painting. "The very fact that temporality must be inferred in a painting

suggests that it cannot be direcUy represemed by the medium in the way that spatial objects

can".28 He con~!1ues by pointing out that painting expresses temporal action indirectly, by means

of bodies, i.e. "painting presents bodies Indirectly, through pictorial signs, but it does so less

indirectly than its presentation of actions. The representation of bodies is easy or 'convenienf for

painting. The representation of actions is not impossible, just more difficult or inconvenient". Thus,

"if it is only a matter of degree of effort that holds poetry and painting in their IJmper domains, then

it is clear that this distinction cannot be the basis for any rigorous differentiaHon of kind". 29

He thus proposes that "works of art, like all other objects of human experience are structured in

space-time, and that the interesting problem is to comprehend a particular spatial~temporal

construction, not to label it as tem~oral or spatial. A poem is not Ii~rally temporal and figuratively

spatial: it is literally a spatial~temporal construction. The terms space and time only become

figurative or improper when they are abstracted from one another as independtmt antithetical

essences that define the nature (\f an object The use of these terms is, strictly speaking, f"

concealed synecdoche, a reduction of the whole to a parf'.30 There is thus no need to say that the
genres should not be mixed if they could not be mixed. Painting can abandon its proper sphere for

allegory and become like writing. 'Foreign' concerns such as religion - as expression of

'significance'through 'symbolic representations' - which are proper to temporal forms like

discourse or narrative are all too possible in painting.

Mitchell sees the anxious, iconophobic search for 'living images' most literally and concret2ly in the

work of William Blake, "who was that strangest Qf creatures, a Puritan painter, an iconoclastic

maker of icons. Blake ...saw clearly the sexual and politic-a! foundations of the abstractionc that

define the battJe lines between artistic genres. As a rE:f:~iouspainter his problem was to come to

2illbid, p.100
29 Ibid, p.102
30 Ibid, p.103
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an understanding of images that would allow for a sense of sacred sublimity and power without

creating a new set of idols" .31 Robinson links Spencer to Biake on the grounds of their experience

of the spiritual, which he ascribes, to some extent at least, to the result of the elrcumstsnces of

geographical isolation combined with intellectual expansion. Ihese circumstances led Blake to,

not unlike Spencer, attempt to "build a new Jerusalem in England's green and pleasant land."

Another level at which he connects with 81ake is in his search for a broader and more tolerant form

of Christianity. With his approach to the theme of the resurrection he unites Blake's opposing

images oftombstones and flowers, and he could not have chosen terms closer to Blake's assertion

that "the religions of all nations are derived from each nation's different perception of the Poetic

Genius, which is everywhere called the Spirit of Prophecy". 32

Following on Mitchell's argument for a 'legitimacy' of the literal impulse in painting, I would like to

consider some comments made by James Elkins in his article "On the Impossibility of Stories: The

Anti-narrative and Non-narrative Impulse in Modern Painting" in order to set the field for a

discussion of Spencer's position within a narrative tradition of painting. Elkins proposes that

"modern narrative is in the last stages of self-erasure: that modern artists have turned against

some of the indispensable roots of pictorial narrative and that they have done so in a way at least
as radical as the narratological experiments that have been made in fiction and drama". Although

he does not propose an end of narrative, he calls for "a special poetics to enable us to do a better

job of understanding the smothered narratives that persist in ostensibly non-narrative paintings".33

Elkins proceeds by examining some truncationn :0 narrative as found in the work of e.g. Beckmann

and 8althus where the viewer's attempt to search for ch:ronologicei narrative is soon frustrated as

he is thrown into an alternative mode of reading, one which ceil be described as meditative or

associative. At such a point the viewer brings his own personal associations to tile work, and in a

way, becomes the creator or co-conspirator of the story, as he brings the narrative about by his

aimless thought. This leach; away from the painting into reverie. "In terms of the mechanics of

narrative, the experience of looking at the painting is an experience of decaying possibilities. First

it becomes apparent that there is no original text and therefore no conventional story: then we

31 Ibid, p.115
32William Blake as quoted by Robinson, 1990, p.72
33 Elkins, J., 1991, p.364
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realise that we cannot deduce an order of telling; and finally that we cannot continue a deductive

search at all. None of these steps inform any other: that is, the initial slight unease we felt at giving
up the idea of an order of occurrence is not illuminated by the successive defeats. Nothing solves

anything else, doors are slammed and not reopened. Beckmann's narratives are like this, and that

may be why they continue to hold our interest They are anti-narrative, they tell stories about the

impossibility of telling stories, they confirm us in our scepticism of na'ive history".34

Although Spencer's narratives often deviate from their traditional sources by way of his inclusion of

personal references, his narratives based on biblical texts do function on one level in the domain of

the traditional narrative. It is possible to read the traditional narrative without regarding the 'second

storf', which functions on an allegorical level. As such the image possesses directness, unity and

chronology, the three basic tenets Elkins identiHes in depictions of traditional narrative. Read on

this tevel, the picture tells one story, each scene means one thing, there is one text one message,

th~story runs in one order. it all hangs together. Elkins states that not all narratives are ordered as

chronologies and names chronology as our first recourse when presented with a work we identify

as a narrative. Chronology is difficult \'0 fix in a paintht9 as the arti~tcannot hold the spectator to

one order of reading. He can only suggest a direction. This already opens the way for associative

reading. Spencer's descriptive narratives, i.e. those not based on an existing narrative text but

depicting rather images pertaining to an event or an idea function in such a meditative way. The

image contains suggestions of narrative but the stol),line is absent leaving the viewer to construct

his own narrative out of the suggestive clues scattered through the image. In "Swan Upping·

(1915-19), for example, the depiction ofthe annual clipping oftha wings of the swans on the

Thames is presented as an almost incidental event amongst the other everyday occurrences such

as the repairing of a boat figures crossing a bridge, and women setting out fur a boat trip. By
~iving equal significance to each of these figures a link betNeen them is suggested, though not
explained.

:M Ibid, p.360
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Ferguson (1988) uses the term 'tabreau-narrauve' to refer to narratives which have turned away

from the Aristotelian plot towards what may be termed the epiphany35. The moment portrayed in

these modem narratives is generally ambiguous1 without implied sequence, character conflict or

resolution, "just a moment seen and preserved for us by the artistic ey~". Ferguson likens this

moment to an epiphuny in a Christian sense feY.' its aLility to illuminate previous and future

experience.36 Spencer's numerous depictions of the theme of resurrection, in particular.

underscore this notion of lepiphany' as will become clear in a discussion of such images in the

following chapters.

------~--~.--
35 Joyce defines epiphany as "a sudden spiritual manifestationn•
36 Ferguson, S. 1988, P 187.
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Chapter 2

Narrative and allegory in Spencer's 'lNOrk

In this chapter! will examine how Spencer addresses the primarily visionary Renaissance tradition

of religious picture making in some of his religious paintings in order to analyse his use of and

deviation from such conventions. His religious paintings function more specifically within the realm

of convention and may therefore illustrate more clearly his intentions in deviating from such

conventions and will be useful in my discussions of his larger descriptive narrative series in

Chapter 3. I will begin by examining Spencer's concept of the spiritual to detennine his point of

departure in approaching religious subjp'1s as well as considering the role of allegory in his

attempt to translate his phirosophies ibI •. is paintings.

As Barolsky points Oli~ religious art from the Italian Renaissance period "renders exalted, idealised

images of the heavenly realm and inspires to induce in the beholder the worshipful devoted

contemplation of divine things". 37 Although Spencer can be seen to be working within a traditional

biblical genre of religious painting, he constantly searches for the sacred in the world around him,

delighting in finding tfrlat "in church feelingW38 outside in the world and attempts to create a spiritual

awareness through exalting the terrestrial. For Spencer the spiritual is in the everyday, even the

mundane and the dhscarded. "He was always interested in the minutiae of life, investing the

commonplace with amagical ~!gnificance, seeing angelic qualities in dirt and rubbish"39, as is

clearly seen in "The Dustbin" of 1956 (Fig. 1, p. 18) Clements {1985} describes his view as richly

imaginative, but rarely from on high; "most often he stayed close to the ground, pecking, pawing,

scratching, sniffing. W40 Spencer even likened his own thoughts and ideas to "a row of dustbins, but

one can find interes'Hngand very nice things in dustbins and incinerators ...! honesUy think that

looking for treasure on dust heaps where there is not too unpfe?..iant a smell is a ciistinctiy

37 Barolsky, 1995, p. 174
38 Spencer uses various self-coined terms like this, quoted extensively by various authors when writing on his pareooal
views. Since the terms are usually self-explanatOlY, and the exact source difficult to pin down, they will not be
footnoted trom now on.
39 Clements, 1985, p. 17
40 Ibid, p, 15
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entertaining and elevating passtme ...1was almost sure to find something that really satisfied my

highest thoughts".41 This fascination with the tactile, mundane detail of his immediate

surroundings impacted on Spencer's style. He has been recorded saying that he found it very

important to paint what is in the extreme foreground. He wanted to start the picture with what he

C9n reach down and touch: nl have always wanffid everything within my reach, where I can lay my

hand on them:' This foreground had to appear solid and real as it functioned as a taking"off PG!nt

for the eye over everything else in view. He treated detail with the same meticulous attention in the

visionary work as in his highly accomplished observed paintings, intending his metaphysical world

to appear as solid and real. The detail of earth and grass in the foreground of the "Cookham

Resurrection" (1924-26) and the "Christ preaching at Cookham Regatta"(1956-59) paintings,

amongst others, indicate Spencer's desire for these pictures and subsequently his vision to be

experienced by the viewer as honest and true a recording as Jfe his observed paintings.

Fig. 1: The Dustbin, 1956, oil on canvas, 76.2 x 50.8 em.

A perpetual theme in Spencer's writings on his art is that of a sacrifice to the spiritual sources of his

art, destining his work to be a mediator b~tween God and Man: This 'sacrifice' pertains to

41 Spencer as quoted from the Tate archivf\l'! , (he EdwCirdians and After, The Royal Academy 1900 • 1950
Weidenfe!d and Nicholson, London 1988
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Spencer's role as visionaIY, or local prophet whose art constitutes the vision or religion that he

preaches. spancer was in the service of his art he used his art ),;explain himself to himself. In a

compilation of thoughts on religion by a number of artists, entitled 'Sermons by Artists' 42,

Spencer's contribution took as text i John 4:8 :~He that loveth not knoweth not God: for God is

loveW
, He took this to be the central principle to hi~ art 1nd life, argueing that Western culture has

comparimentalised love. Bect1us(-::ove has been ;.cCtJlarised we find ourselves ascribing va!ue~

to ocr feelings, and introducing divis;'v'ecodificct.;~ns of conduct which confuse a~d conbmlnate

furl instinctive nature of love. He stresses tftat love is not secular, but the condition of spiritual

e;q>erience as an identity. According to Spencer, the things that constitute the world each possess

an identity independent of us, We cannot know that identity, but can only construct a version of it

through our sense-lmpresslons. The object in ques~~n assumes a what he terms 'thing~plus~us'

identity. Spence~s definition of love - 'giving and receiving' - is not understood in terms of simple

acts of intention, but as a transference of identity. ~Onlywhen ear.h partner has the capacity to act

as the object of the other's transferred identities can love prevail. That the power existed and

worked between participan1s was to him a miracle, It must motivab all creativity, physical and

spiritual. It is the meaning of existence. God is love,Rota The fact that he did not exclude the sexual

aspect of love from his perception of God confused h:n al.idi~nce. Sr"'ncer perceived sex as a

religious experience: a d!chotomy which presented no paradoA in thb ,)onesty of his nudes. The

central position he sought throughout his career, from which to explain his vision of life, was to be

informed increasingly by his strong views on sexuality, Collis (1962) states that by 1937 Spencer

viewed sex as an all~important human expression as he believed Sat red and profane love to be

identical. Through sex both peace on earth and knowledge of God could be attained. Although

this view corresponds to some extent to some eastern religions'" I he amved at this doctrine from

his own cogitations which were stimulated by his sexual experiences with his two wives during the

twenties and thirtias,

421934, The Golden Cockerel Press, as referred to by Peple, 1991, p, 346
43 PopIe, 1991 pp. 345-346
«Collis mentions hindlism, and it is known that Spencer had a great appreciation for indian temple sculptures with
their erotic bearing,
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As already mentioned, Spencer often used familiar New Testament narratives, tales traditional and

familiar to the society he lived in, as metaphor for relat~d, ulterior content Already early in his

career religious subjects such 3S the 1912 "Nativity", "Zacharias and Elisabeth" of 1913-14 and

"The Centuriol1's ServantW of 1914 (Fig. 2, p. 21) are set in very specific IDeations in Cookham

which have a personal meaning for the artist "The Centurion's Servant" for example is set in the

s®rvai'ltls attic at Fernley, the house in Which spencer grew up. The servant's qU:.Jrterswere out of

bounds to the children, and therefore steeped in mystery. The mystery deepens with Spencer's

account of how he listened from the nursf~ry belCIW to a servant conversing through the wall with

another servant in the adjoining house, imagining her to be talking to an angel. Such examples of

Spencer's fusion of secular and religious imagery are abundant, and his fascination willi

presenting apocalyptic subjects in familiar settings reflects his strong belief in the redemptive

power of aft45 and an attitude to religion which is eccentrically personal. Spencers religious

training was strict but unorthodox, divided as it was between the Anglicanism of hiS father and the

Weslyan Methodism of his mother. Exposure to the Scriptures through his fathers habit of daily

Bible readings infused his childhood with religious imagery which he 'mamed' to places in

Cookham, to be rediscovered and used in his visionary painungs throughout his adult life. He
considered his overtly rf ...ious pictures, especially the Resurrectiolls as his worthiest creations.

In his serles of resurrectlon paintings (1945 ~ 1950), the dead rise as jf waking from sleep,

yawning, tidying, greeting each other in flowery, sUiped and chequered frocks. Similarly in "Angels

oUhe Apocalypse" (1949} (Fig. 3, p, 21) the ave:nQing angels of revelations are pictured as

motherly matrons in PJ~tty ellesses hovel iog over the English counflyside» pouring pestilence from

vials. Pople46 J:©ints out that Srene!.. ' . intention was never to mock or satirise the Biblical source,

but to transform the theme to be in keepillg with his concept of the Crearor-God: He :fterefore

depicts the angels not as avengers, but as creators, their rounded bodies suggesting pregnancy.

Spencer referred to them as not pouring poisorn onto wrongdoers but assisting in fertilising the

eC'lrthby distributing seed. The vials carried by the angels are in fact bed bottfEl,sSpencer

remembered from his service in Beauford hospital in WW1 and are another subHe reference to his

belief in the spbitual nature of the sexual: the bed bottles,

tIS "Rooemption to Smnley was the miraculous means by which he attainoo,through his pictures, a place where all was
'holy, personal and at peace'; in other W'~, to his feelings of 'horne', PopIe, 1991, p, 65.
<IOPCpl0, 1991, p. 4SS
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Fig. 2. The Centurion's Servant 1914, oil on canvas, 114.5 x 114.5 em.

Fig. 3. Angels of the Apocalypse, 1949, oil on canvas, 70 x 80.9 em.
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Fig. 2. The Centurion's Servant 1914, oil on canvas, 114.5 x 114.5 em.

Fig. 3. Angels of the Apocalypse, 1949,0:1 on canvas. 70 x 88.9 em.
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apart from their conventional use, were presumably also used by patients to relieve some sexual

tension.

Because of the discrepancy between Spencer's personal religious views and those upheld by the

society he lived in, conflict was inevitable. Reaction to his religious and sexual views resulted in a

period of isolation from his wives, friends and society in general during the thirties. The circulation

of his 'erotic'47 paintings eroded the public and critical acclaim won through the Burgclere Chapel

and ftThe Cookham Resurrection" {1924-1926}. His financial situation was catastrophic, due in

part to the depression, but mosfly to his courtship and disastrous marriage to Pa1rlcia Preece. His

unorthodox views on the alliance between sexuality and spiritualitf. fuelled by his unsatisfactory

relationship With Preece48
I became more noticeable in his work. Spencer's notion of a heaven

composed of complete and all-embracing love was carried to a bizarre extreme in "Sunflower and

Dog WorShip" (1937) (Fig. 4) in which his belief that sexuality embraces all is extended to including

plants and animals. Spencer pointed out the division in this painting: inside the wall are those who

have achieved grace by the acceptance of his doctrine, and outside are those who have yet to be

converted49 I in itself a reflection of the theme of the last judgement and resurrection. His attempt

to unitt! sex and religion is most expiicitiy achieved in the series "The Beatitudes of Love" {1937·

1938}. Bssides being repulsed by the unattractive apjJearance of the depicted couples, Spencer's

A
'•..1

47nTha adomtion of old men', "Adoration of Gills', "a Village in Heaven", all of 1937.
43 See the di seussion of ·Christ delivered to the people" later in this chapter, in which the Spencer -Preece relationship
also played 3 Significant role.
~.nBell, 1992, p. 452

o

----------
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'fhe conflict of authorities is an essential ingredient of allegorical art One ideal will be pitted

against another, its opposite: which accounts for the various functions of the mode. "Both (the)

satirical criticism and the apocaiyptical escape into an infinite space and time tend toward high

human goals. In both cases allegory is serving major social and spiritual needs~5I).

Gillie (1972) describes allegory as a way of presenting thought and experience through images, by

means of which abstract spiritual or mys'~erious ideas mClY be made immediate. Spencer's leaning

towards allegory ties in with his affinity for early Renaissance painters, and his aforementioned

appreciation for the architectural destination of medieval and early Renaissance painting. The

medieval function of allegory as a means of identifying correspondences between the physical and

spiritual worlds is echoed in Spencer's work. Because of the personal nature of his work, the

allegory is oft:e~ not easily understood. Jencks refers to traditional allegory as "the narrative

description of one subject under the guise of another which is similar' .51 As such it is used to
make abstract concepts more easily ul1derstandable. Postmodem allegory he describes as "the

implicit suggestion of a contemporary story under the guise of a historical narrative".52 Unlike

conventional allegory, which consists of an analogy between two identffiabte stories, this implicit

allegory only has one plot the historical narrative. The contemporary story is missing, allowing

various unspecified leadings of the work. The quality and expressive power of the work is not in

question, even if its public meaning is. Sper cers religious paintings often seem to function in this

way, where a private subtext can be identified boneath the immediately recognisable narratilie.

Allegory has stylistic implications. "The price of a lack of mimetic naturalness is what the allegorist

...must pay in order to force his reader into an analytic frame of mind". Comparing what allegorical

painting actualises and what allegoricalltterature leaves to the imagination to 'see', Fletcher

concludes that visual clarity is not given ~nallegorical imagery. "It does not coincide with what we

experience in daily life...it is discontinuo\ls, lavish ('f fragmentary detail. Whefuer the ...imagery is

controlled or uncontrolled, its so-called 'illustrative' character is more than merely "tacked on" to a

moral discussion. Allegorical imagery must be Ulustr3tive, because its discontinuous nature does

5OFIetchar, 19M, p, 113
51 Jencks, 1987,p. 101
52 ibid.
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not allow a normal sense world to be created~.53 Since expecta1ions are more fixed ill portrayals of

religious themes, Spencer's paintings often strike the viewer as humorous because of the

incongruity between the theme and the manner in which it is portrayed.54 In Spencer's 'The Last

Supper' of 1920 (Fig. 5, p. 25) the portrayal of the theme inevitably calls to mind Leonardo's

famous rendition, but Spencer's version challenges the conventional treatment in the absurd

placement of the disciples' feet The grotesquely enlarged feet are staggered centrally to form a

strong line leading from the bottom of tile painting to the figure of Christ, becoming the focal point

of the image and hinting, according to Pople55 , at Chrisfs own feet to be nailed to the cross. It also

focuses attention on another important aspect of the narrative on the Last Supper Chrisfs washing

of the feet of his disciples. 56 Spencer thus not only portrays the moment of the breaking of the

bread, but includes and foregrounds another episode with this visually prominent reference,

thereby foregrounding his own particular interpretation of the subject 57 In its expressionist

exaggeration Spencer's version of 'The Last Supper" is not idealised as Leonardo's. The austere

setting in an industrial-looking, shed-like loft, is in keeping with Spencer's focus on the relevance of

the everyday and serves as a contemporary equivalent for the upper room in a simple Jerusalem

dwelling as described in the Scriptures. A far cr; from Leonardo's spacious, well-propor.:oned

Renaissance building, the setting is a loft in a Cookham malthouse, one of many Cookham venues

which held a religious fascination for Spencer. As a chilti he was not allowed into the malthouse,

and from his nursery window saw the cowls rising from its roof like 'great white moths'. When at
last he was allowed inside, he was astonished at the vastness of the malting-floor and the ritual of

spreading the barley on it Large, enclosed spaces with diffused light held a fascination for

Spencer which Pople traces back to his childhood experiences of spaces such as the nursery, the

Methodist chapel and Cookham church58• He associated the quality of light and

5;JAetcher, 1964, p. 113
54 Schopenhauer states incongruity as the basis of humour.

a." To be amused is to perceive, think or imagine somethlllg incongruous, and this involves applying a
concept to something with which It is not fully coogruent."

b.· ...lncongr'L'ous subsull1>tion under a concept amounts to viewing one or mo~ objects as different In
some way from the stAndard instances falling under the concept".
55 1991, p. 196
56John 13;1-17
57 Suoh focus on multiple episodes within a narrative prefigures Spence~s development of his large narrafive paintings
later in his <lamar In which we find an episodic deployment reminiscent of early RenaissanD0 narratives.
58Pople, 1991, p.196
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the echoing of the space with 'holiness', an association he here invokes her by including the small,

high window on the right The walls are painted brick by brick enhancing, Spence~s portrayal of

Christ and his disciples as ordinary worker types, unlike Leonardo's Renaissance gentlemen in

their colourful, lavishly draped robes. Spencer's colours are muted suggesting humbleness and

poverty. The disciples are attentive to what is happening, at right tensely gripping the table, in a

repetitive gesture echoing the placement of the feet The room has an almost claustrophobic

atmosphere in its close stacking of figures, tipping up of perspective and exaggerated repetition

which has the effect of contracting and expanding the space like a concertina. The disciples are

cramped at the very narrow tresUe tables which frame their feet like an image within an image,

accentuating ifs significance within the simple narrative.

The climactic moment in the heightened drama of Leonardo's version of the Last Supper is absent

from Spence,-'s portrayal of the subject Whereas Leonardo depicts Jesus as having just

announced that one of his disciples would betray him, giving rise to emotions of shock and

disbelief and thereby animating the composition by means of the disciples' gestures, Spencer

depicts Christ enacting a symbolic Jewish ritual, asking his disciples to support the symbolic

appropriation to himself of the venerated doctrine of their forefathers. They are transfixed by the

sombre moment The element of agitatea action in Leonardo's rendition evokes a sense of

sequential unfolding of events within the narrative, whereas Spencer's depiction presents the

scene by focussing on symbolic significance in a more mad:taHve spirit of reverie.

i
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Another painting for which Spencer had to endure severe criticism because of his deviation from

traditional renditions of the subject is that of ·St Francis and the Birds" (1935) (Fig. 6, p. 28). The

painting was rejected by the hanging comittee of the Royal Academy when submHted for the

summer exhibition ill 1935 on the grounds that "they did not think these works of advant~ge to your

reputation or the influence of the Academy"59. S~cmcer regarded the whole affair as a personal

insult and promptiy resigned from the Royal Academy. Press reaction to the painting was mainly

hostile, describing it as a caricature passing the bounds of good taste and in some cases even

5G Corespondence from W.R. Lamb, R.A. Secretary to Spencer, as quoted by Collis, 1962, P '115
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criticising the painting's distorted forms as blasphemous.w Examining his depiction of St Francis

alongside a traditional Renaissance rendering of the subject may throw up some of the reasons for

the strong reaction to this work. A traditional visionary painting of KSt Francis in Glory" by Sassetta

(Fig. 7, p, 28) depicts the saint with his arms extended outward in imitation of the crucifixion,

imitafing Christ in the image, as he did in life. Although in a technical sense his foot rests on a

figure of viGe~Francis, in effect rises above the ground like the Christ of a transfiguration. He

appears within a radiant seraphio aureole, inflamed with love, blessed, experiencing the sweemess

of spiritual Inspiration. Not only does lie appear in glory above the earth, but he gazes upward, his

mind journeying forth toward heaven in the very elevation of mind. As St. Francis, receiving the

wounds of Jesus, imitated his Lord, so the worshipper would have been induced by Sassetta's

image to imitate Francis ~to contemplate heavenly perfection in such a way as to leave every

corporeal sentiment behind. The worshipper, in contemplation of Francis's rapture would have

been enraptured, absorbed in God. While Spencer also depicts St. Francis in the cruciform

position, his eye gazing towards heaven, the saint is depicted with his back turned to the viewer

and as an old man in a dressing gown and odd, bulbous slippers, seemingly waving his arms

about in a backyard, observed by birds, ducks and chickens. The oddly shaped head, bloated

body and inverted hands create an impression of carricature. The figure ofSt. Francis is, in fact,

modelled on Spencer's father who, in his dotage, roamed Gookham in his dressing gown, and is

actually depicted on his way to the !lantry to get food for the ducks and chickens. The few

reviewers who did take Spencer's depiction seriously, described his St Francis as being 'more liKe

Giotto's stout friar than are the sentimentalised figures of non-catho'ic fancy. "61 The critic from The

Guardian described him as being "far nearer to mother eartl) and the kindly human mysticism of St

Francis than any dignified lay figure striking the appropriate rhetorical pesture could bell•62 Pople

expresses the spiritual implications of "St Francis and the Birds" as related to Spencer!s concept

ofilie spiritual nature of sexuality, in this case extending the notion of the sexual to its outcome;

conception. "To Stanley, fecundity remained the manifestation of religion in thought and feeling as

608ell, 1992,p. 433·434
61 D. Spencer. MecCall, in Nineteenth Century and after, June 1935, as quoted by Bell, 1992, p127
62 Bell, 1992, p.136
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Fig. 6. St. Francis and the Birds, 1935, oil on canvas, 71 x 61 em.
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in the bodyll63 Spencer gives the saint the swollen shape of pregnancy to express his "union with

nature and the romantic wildness of It"34 •

Spencer does not depict st. Francis as 8 daft old man, but a daft old man as St Francis. As the

saint left corporeal sentiments behind to be absorbed in God, so "an old man has come into his

inheritance and entered another world ...His will is the :nevitable will of God. It is not in his power or

gift to betray the destiny to which God has called him." Spencer the artist, "striving towards ultimate

vision", C[V~I identifies with St. Francis, longing to be an instrument of creation, an acolyte to

God.65 In Sasse\ta's traditional rendering the artist attempts to elevate the spectator spiritually

towards fullfillment in God. Spencer, characteristically, finds God in the domestic, the everyday,

and therefore never aims for the elevation of the viewer, but rather the revelation of his vision of the

spiritual through its depiction In terms which, to him revealed this spirituality.

Spencer's desire for the expression and acceptance of his atypical views led him to develop

increasingly elaborate narrative schemes to function as a 'temple of me', vast structures to

encompass his vision. I will examine three different narrative approaches Spencer used to

communicate this Vision, namely the so-called 'pregnant moment', the continuous narrative, and

the narrative series.

"The temporal limits of painting could be overcome by isolating a moment in the action that

revealed all that had led up to it and all that would follow. This is the so-called pregnant

moment and is obviously associated with historical and iconographic art, since it usually

cannot function with full effect unless we already know the story captured in the mcment of
the painting."66

The story will be vividly told, trusting the title and the knowledge of the viewer to fill in the gaps.

The artist gives the viewer a few easily recognisable types supplied with a few broad self-

explanatory gestures. Pople refers to a 'freeze-frame', comparing Spencer's picture to a crucial

63Pople, 1991 p. 322
84Spencer, as quoted by Pople, 1991, p. 322
65 Ibid
G6Steiner, 1982, p. 40
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freeze-fra"""" in a movi~ strip, capturing an instant of tension between a 'before situation' and an

',:rer-situation'. "Each painting ...exactfy pinpoints the moment when we become aware that a

chanc~ is about to happen ...oTis happening ...or tas happened, Its effect is a catharsis, a purging,

the moment in drama when the confusion of reality is suddenly dissolved into ~piritual

comprehension. At that moment the preceding is clarified and linked to the now inevitable~67.

Although Spencer's religious paintings are fairly easily read as based on familiar texts, a

substantial amount of these also contain personal information reiated to the depicted theme.

Knowledge of this private text is not necessary for the immediate reading of the work as a religious

painting, but.is essential in the reading of the work as part of Spencer's oeuvre and key to his

personal philosophy.

Bell groups "Christ delivered to the People" (1950) (Fig. 8, p. 31) with "The Daughters of

Jerusaiem", painted the following year, and ''The CrucifixiOfl"(1958) (Fig. 10, p. 38) based on the

element of violence present something seldom observed in Spencer's work, even when the theme

deals with wartime experiences as in the Sandham memorial paintings in the Burghclere chapel.

Pople calls the painting "an outburst of anger and despair"68. Apparentiy a response to of Sir

Alfred Munnings' attempt at having Spencer prosecuted for obscenity, the fury and pain are

palpable. Munnings, former president of the Royal academy and ardent anti-Modernist found in

Spencer an easy target through which to air his grievances. He handed photographs of some

sketches Which Spencer had never intended for public circulation to the police69 •

The choice of this subject at this moment of crisi~ in his life seems to underscore the artisfs need

to express his disaffection with his situation. The subtext (Spencer's persona! content) would not

have been recognisable to the average viewer at the time70 and the narrative would have read as

67PopIe, 1991, p. 65
(ll) Ibid, p. 471
69 It is not cleer how these drawings carne in his possession. Pople, 1991, (p470 - 471) suggests that they were giVen
to Anton Zwammer, a dealer, by Patricia without Spencer's j::ermission. The possibility also exists that Patricia
ciroulatoo them in order to harass Spencer as he was initiating divorce proceedings.
70 Popls indicates in his introduction that Spencers notes on his life and work are expressed with an intensity he
would normally have kept from the pti>lto gaze, suggesting that information on his life was not that freely al/ailable to
his audience, possibly contributing to him being often misunderstood.
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Fig. 8. Christ delivered to the People, 1950. Oil on Canvas. 67 x 147 em
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follows: as indicated by the tiUe,Christ has just been delivered to the people. The spectator knows

that this occurrence was preceded by a r.hain of events regarding the preachings of Jesus which

culmina~ed in His arrest torture. trial, and subsequent sentence to be crucified. Th~ alleged crime

committad against Ule people was that Hie views regarding religion did not correspond to the

known set ways. Judgement has just been passed, and the viewsr vnll recognijse the judge,

Pon~us Pilate, ceremoniously washing his hands to ab~©!vehimself orille injustice ofilia course of

events. The viewer recognises the cowardly action taken by the disciples in their desertion of CHeir

revered master. In the centre Jesus and the two thieves are being led away to be crucified. The

viewer may recognise the woman in fhe bottom right-hand corner as Mary but will surely bG

puzzled by the harsh features and scornful expression. They may also take her to be just anoihbf

member of th~ vindictive crowd. On a literal level the wort< is thus easily read and comprehended.

On iail alk '" rllevel the narrative is expanded to include a wealth of other information from the

artis!fs life YJhic:l is made to pc:rallel Christ's life.

Bell refers to "Christ delivered to the People" us unremittingly harsh both emotionally and visually,

The painting, !ike its two companion pieces, is concerned with the individual's persecution at the
hands of the mob. Spencer closelv identifies wifu the suffering of Christ a tendency PcpJs already

identifies in early work like "Christ carrying the Cross" (1920) and "Chrisfs entry into Jerusalem"

(1921)11, Pople reads the first work as a depiction ofthg five Spencer sons leaving for war, and

the figure of Mary in the foreground as Spencer's mother mourning their departure72• Similarly in If

Chrisfs entry into Jerusalem" Spencer depicts his own return to Cookham finding the attitude of

the villagers very different from before the war. This identification with Christ is more consciously

explored in the ·Christ in the Wilderness" (1938) senes, for which he made preparatory drawings

during a period of extreme isolation. Popls observes that while Sp3ncer often had companions

whilst engaged irahis menta! and artistic explorations73 ,on his loneliest trials he could only take a

Doppelgljngel~as Dante took Virgil. This he found in the biblical Christ He did not imagine

himself to be Christ in any overheated manner, nor did he accept Christ in evangelical terms.

71 Spencer's use of Christ as subject matter, especially Christ crucified, indicates emotional crises in his lifo
r21bid, pp. 00.8.9
73 Gwen Rtlverat, Desmond Chute, Henry Lamb, Jas Wood etc, all at different stages of his artistic development.
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Christ served as his 'hand~hold6r'74 until the oiiscovery of his Beatrice-figure, whioh he found in his

first wife, Hilda, towards the end of her life, and she remained that, iJealised in his mind, until the

end of his life.

°Christ delivered t.othe People" is set in a cobbled courtyard, the stones of which are referred to by

Bell as 'billiard-bail-shaped', creating an almost physical sense of discomfort,75 On the left-hand

side, towards the back, a gnome-like Por,tius Pilate is drying his hands, having just washed them

of responsibility. Chris~Jwho is placed in the centre of the painting, is being pushed and pulled by

the viotous mob to the right of the picture. Tha figure pulling at far right has been identified as

Munnings.76 He has a document in his hand \'ll<,icl1 sUPPosl9dly represents th~ inscription to be put

over Christ's head, but which could also represent the legal action Munnings is bringing against

Spencer. In the background, Jesus' disciples. including the figure of Hilda, are turning th~ir backs

on Him, fleeing towards llie left. In the bottom right-hand corner Patricia is quite viciously

portrayed. She is glaring at Christ a cfawlike ha,ld oltLStretched towards him. She is cloaked, her

back turned to the lightsource resulting in a sinister play of light and shadow across her face,

giving it a somewhat ~cull-like appearance.

Spencers use of light, casting dramatic shadows on bodies and faces plays a major role in

expressing meaning in the work. "I think of light as being the holy presence, the substance of God,

so that everything is in and part of that substanoe". T1 Spencer reveals the crime, committed in this

episode from the life of Christ, to God, present as this blinding, 'all revealing' light His use of the

'pregnant moment as narrative mode is significant in this accusing image; as if surprised in their

clandestine activities by the photographer's flashlight all the figures, but Christ and the two thieves,

are oaught committing the unspeakable act of condemning an innocent man,

74A Spencerian term, quoted by PopIe, referring to a companion in his mental explomtions, who listened, adored and
praised.
15 It is interestin('j to note in passlon iconogrGl)hy that Ine road to Calvary has traditionally been depicted as rocky,
littered with thorns and other obstacles. Such dopl;,dOO3 is said to have balm based on Old Testament passages
prefiguring the suffering of Christ. See Arrow, 1979
iOPople, 1991, p.471
nSpaooer, quoted by PopIe, 1'.246
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Pople embarks on quite a lyrical appraisal of the spiritual significance of light in 'The Oookham

Re~'Jrrection" (1926) (Fig.S, p.35) calling it a Ifhymn to light". 78 He proceeds by referring to it as a

Miltonic light, a light dispelling chaos, a Dantean light, Pentecostal tongues of flame and the Holy

Ghost arriving fi'om the east Whatever the case may be, Spencer very consciously utilises the

play of light in most of his visionary paintings. Apart from the spiritual siynificance, it forros part of

Spencer's stylistic approach: The falling of light ami cast shadow adheres to, and forms part of the

principles of perspectivo and is one of the elements of perspective that Spencer utilises to obtain a

measure of credibility in his imaginary, constructed world. Since all things in the physical world

cast shadows, things must cast shadows in the painted wond in order to look 'real'. Pople makes

special mention of the shadow cast by the figure of Spencer in the bottom right-hand corner of

liThe Cookham Resurr~ction N and singles out the figure out as the only 'real' figure in the painting

since rt is the only one casting a shadow, t}1 other figures being shades of Stanley's memories.

Apart from spotting a few other figures possessing shadows, Itend to disagree with this notion on

the grounds mat Spencer consistently portrays figures quite solidly and with some effort to

convince the viewer th~ they are real, even when imaginary, allegorical or invisible, as in "The

Angels of the Apocalypse" (1949) or ilSara~1Tubb and the Heavenly Visitors" (1933). Pop Ie's

reading gives too litt1econsideration to Spencer's stated intent of creating a 'heavenly' world which

will as a whole be metaphorical. Although Spencp,r, in some instances, seems to be using early

Renaissance methods of indirect narration79 , it is never to set a dream or vision apart from 'reality'

in the depiction. The fantasy or visionary aspect is always integrated with the main depicted

attion. Dissecting Spencer's work into units of allegorical Significance questions the completeness

of his visionary world. Spencer's application of light in this resurrection has, apart from its spiritual
implications, a lot to do with creating atmosphere by determining a time of occurrence, The bright

light from the east coupled with the reddish glow of the sky in the left upper corner indicates early

morning.

Newton criticises Spencer's use of colour as rarely being an integral part of the picture's meaning.

"Colour only interests him as an attribute afthe object ..Therefare he tends to use colour

7SPopIe, 1991, p. 246
i9The narrative device In which framed images appear within the picture to denote a dffarent 'level of realitY, soon as
reported speech or <team images.
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Fig. 9. The Cookham Resurrecton, 1924 ~20, oil on canvas, 274 x 549 em.
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Fig. 9. The Cookhsm Resurrection, 1924 -26, oil on canvas, 274 x 549 cm.
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descriptively rather than emotionally. Usually his colour is either meaningless or else merely

decorative or heraldic as in the bold patterning of 'Cows at Cookham'. I doubt even, whether

Spencer visualises his pictures in colour from the outset". so. Newton seems to suggest that

Spencer uses colour without an awareness of what it may mean in the context of the subject

matter when he refers to the apparent lack of symbolic value in Spencer's application of colour.

The use of colour in this work, as in many others, is not coincidental as Newton suggests, but an

integral part of both the design and the literal meaning of the work. Spencer uses a limited palette

in order to emphasise the anger contained in the work: The scene is bathed in a harsh white,

scrutinising light, exposing the crime being committed and describing the perpetrators in a

relenUess manner. "Christ delivered to the PeopleD is executed almost in monochrome: the

buildings, cobblestones and the robes of Jesus and his disciples are painted in gradations of grey

and white. The COlOUrs of the clothing of the mob are so bleached by the harsh light as to appear

almost colourless, save for touches of red in the clothing of some figures - the children on the right,

the figure grabbing Christ by th~shoulder and the jacket of the policeman - balancing with the red

tiles on the porch where Pilate is sitting both compositionally and conceptually. Pilate is

symbolically cleansing himself of the act of judging Jesus, but the colour of the tiles, repeated in

the red lines on the towel he is drying his hands on are too suggestive of blood to be coincidental.

The use (If red in the clothing of the mob assoclstes them with Pilate conceptually while on a

compositional level creating unity in the picture. The use of blue on the sleeve of the Patricia figure

in the bottom right-hand comer is, in my opinion, not coincidental either, but a reference to the

symbolical lise of the colour in art history as an attribute to Mary, symbolizing spirituality.

A few oddHies regarding the costume of the figures need to be discussed. The first is Pilate's odd

h~\adgear which PopIe describes as resembling an inverted lightfilling with pendant glass globes.

As Gpencer did not write much by way of explaining this particular work, this detail can only be

speculate'" about Pople does mention the use of three linked lights in some Renaissance

paintings to signify the Holy Trinfiy ai1~'adds that if used here with such a reference, it serves as

visual sarcasm to emphasis\1! Spencer's anger. Such visual sarcasm can also be found in

Spencer's treatment of Patricia's costume. Her grey-green cloak is decor~~d with fleur-de-lis, a

i'
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&l Ne\"lton, 1947, p, 12
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heraldic motif deiived from the lily, and like the lily a symbol of purity often associated in art history

with the virgin Mary as is the blue in the dress she is wearing, visible only in the sleeve protruding

from the cloak. Neithbr purity nor spirituality are attributes he would have bestowed on Patricia at
this stage, and although Spencer himself never commented on this81, he certainly had both the

knowledge and the temperament to deliver such subtie but biting criticism.

The other figures in the painting are dressed in an odd mixture of period and modern costume.

Jesus and his disciples are dressed in white robes while the members of the crowd are dressed in

a mixture of styles ranging from briefs and jumpers for the village boys to a kind of Turkish tunicS?

for the policemen. Although Spencer depicted biblical episodes playing out in Cookham, he clung

to an established 'conservative' image of Jesus, his disciples and other figures of spiritual

significance like saints, wise men and heavenly visitors as white-robed, often bearded

dignitaries.53 This habit may be out of reverence, or rr.erely to aid recognition; to set the significant

characters84 in his religiously inspired paintings apart from the crowds of other figures in which

they could easily get lost otherwise.

What sets this work, together with iL~two 'companion pieces', apart from virtually all Spencer's

other work is the fact that only in these works does he attock the society he lived in, and the

intolerance it produced. The idolisatiol1 of 'Cookham' is absent the humour is biting and cynical,

the love which permeates all his other vlsionCiry work is disturbingly absent In its companion

pieces ~The Crucifixion" (1958) (fig. 10, ~\,38) and "The Daughters of Jerusalem"(1951) Spencer

similarly addresses issues that he finds disturbing in society. The surprising element of violence is

again present and in a lecture to the students ofthe Brewer's school at A1denham (which

commissioned "The Crucifixion") Spencer lelShedout at SOCietyfor still naiiing Christ to the cross.

Golgotha is depicted as the mounds of earth dug from Cookham Hie!h Street for the laying of

81Pople stipulates that Vl:Jrylittle wrltten commental)' by the artist on this woli< exists.
62according to Pople the military p,?licemen from Spencers wartime e.~ooce
83See works like 'The Sabbath breakers'(1952), 'Christ in Cookham' (1952), 'Sarah Tubb and the heavenly visitoro'
(1933), 'Villagers and Saints' (1933) alo.
a4 significant In terms of the theme in<iroted by the title. These figuros are not always the most significant in the
picture as far as compositicn or emphasis is concerned. In 'Christ preaching at Cookham regatta'( 19'.59)or the
'Cookham resurrection'(1926) ChrisI' is depioted rather small and inconspicuous.
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drainage pipes. This was apparentiy a mammoth undertaking which disfigured the village with
trenches of up to fifteen feet deep. representing to Spencer a rupture of all that signified 'home'.

Mary Magdalen, lying prostrate at Jesus' feet was in later year~ identified by villagers as a foreign

evacuee who was unpopular ill the village at the time. The villagers looking on from the left-hand

side are members of a family that was vilified as Irish Catholic and abstemious with alcohol,

particularly by some Freemasons, one of whom is shown nailing Christ to the cross.85 Christ is

depicted from the back, the viewer looking over his shoulder at the scene. This point of view

deviates from conventional frontal imagery of the crucifiction in itS emphasis on the maliciousness

of the people who demanded and perfoffi1ed his execufion.oo Apart from its immediate social

criticism, the 1958 crucifixion expresses, in Pople's view, Spencers anger at a lifetime of being

misinterpreted and misunderstood. Pople identifies a single aim in Spencer's life and art " ...to

search through the happenings of his existence to find an order in their apparent contingency. like
Christ he knew that in the end he would be betrayed b~ his ded!cation, ...be crucified by the

incomprehension of others". 87

Fig. 10. The Crucifiction, 1958, oil on canvas, 216 x 216 em.

SSPopIe,1991. p.490-495
B6This OOpicUon corresponds to his crucificlion of 1934, which was based on a landscape with a scarecrow
·ScatOOl'OW, Cookham· painted in the same year. In his other cruci1JcUons (1956, 1921) he uses the convenUonal
frontal view.
87PopIe, 1991, p.494.
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Chapter 3

Continuous narration: Shipbuilding on the Clyde

The long horizontal format traditionally associated with depictions of vast panoramic views of

landscapes, is used by Spencer most notably in his wall panels comprising the series on

shipbuilding on the river Clyde in Scotland done as war commission during World War 2.

Spencer's approach to the theme is unusual both in format and its personal focus, considering that

the project was all official commission airneG at recording W' time activities for posterity. Driven by

financial difficulties, Spencer requested his dealer, Dlitfley Tooth to find him" a war job, some sort

of official art employmentll. Tooth secured a commission for Spencer via Kenneth Clark who was

chairman of the committee on the Official War Artist$' schemeS8• Other artists involved in the

depiction of shipbuilding at the time, like Muirhead Bone and Henry Rushburyt either made visual

comparisons to the construction of cathedrals in their renditions of the subject or glorified the scale

and power of the war machine. In "Dszzle--ships in the dry-dock at Liverpool· (1919) (Fig, 11, p.

40) Edward Wadsworth celebrates both the visual and physical power of the mammoth industriaf

object while returning to a mora representational mode. The bold patterning 011 the ship, serving

as camouflage against U-boats, lends itself to the tense fonnal dynamism which Vorticism had

enabled him to develop. The fOur men depicted painting the vast bulk of the vessel, provide a

sense of scale, as well as showing the insignificance of humanity against the gigantic war machine

of their own construction. Spencer, on the other hand, chooses tc reduce the imposing scale of a

ship under construction and focuses, not surprisingly. on the people involved in its canstruction.

He foregrounds the dedicated labour of ihe workers rather than the machinery and ship

architecture, The scheme nan be compared to his Wortd War I memorial, the Sand ham Memorial

Chapel, for its celebration of humanity in inhumane rlrcumstances,

C8 If, .. these &ventful days Will certainly bring out the best in him and I am sure he Will prove amenable to work with as
he is terribly in debt all around.- Tooth - Clark correspondenca as quoted by Patrizio and Uttle, 1994, not paginated.
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~ Fig. 11. Edward Wadswot1h: Da1..zIe-ships in dry-dock at liverpool, 1919, 304.8 x 243.8 em

')

Spencer worked on the commission from May 1940 to March 1946, completing eight of the

envisioned thirteen paintings in oil on canvas, seven of which were of an unusually long narrow

format They provide an insight into the hard noisy work of the 'black squad'; all the workers that



d~alt with the iron and steel, blacksmiths, platers, punchers, burners, riveters welders, plumbers,

etc. The long horizontal format had previously been used in a.o. 'Love on the moor' (1937-55: 79,1

x 310,2 em) (Fig. 12, p. 42) and "A Promenade of women" (1938, 45 x 229,8 cm) (Fig. 13, p. 42),

where the repetitions of charactersffigures in the same painting (mostly himself and Hilda) call to

mind the Renaissance tradition of the continuous narrative. Although the Shipbuilding panels do

not portray a narrative in the same sense as Renaissance inscenated69 narratives, some

similarities can be noted. I will discuss Spencer's apparent take on the traditional Renaissance

use of continuous narrative. His visionary intentions were based on an appreciation of the

Renaissance attitude to the production and experience of paintings90 as he c!eariy used

Renaissance narrative conventions to facilitate in the reading of his work. Two such conventions

are the episodic deployment of a narrative within a single frame and thd repeated appearance of

the main character or characters withi.l the same painting. While there is no definite fictional

narrative or storyline in the shipbuilding paiUi~i~gs,we find such an episodic deployment in the long

panoramic tormat which forces the viewer to follow the nerrative horizontally, as if watching the

steel being manipulated along a huge conveyor belt of canvas. The sombre, intricate weave of

activities is localised under spoUight glares, flashes of fire and sparks from furnaces, braziers and

welding torches. The apparent endlessness of the depicted action was criticised by John

Rothenstein and Wyndham Lewis. Rothensiein feit that the paintings' might have been added to

indefinitely without significant addition to their impressiveness. '91 Wyndham Lewis found Spencer

"endlessly repetitive. One feels he could turn out a thousand figures as easily as a hundred, it

would take him ten times as long that is aU".92 Patrizio and Little point out however, how the

choice of format helped to enhance Spencer's portrayal of the narrative. The shipyard was an

environment without single focus; individual practices within a broad scene of communal effort. "I

like the theme to be continuous and not absolutely cut off item by item as the continuous charar.tp.r

helps to preserve the impression one gets in the shipyard itself as in wandering about

89 Narratives where several scenes, or an entire leo:JCndmay be included in a single frame.
90 He had a tendency to devise very ambitious schemes similar to renaissance chapels and altarpieces. The
Burgclere chapel is the only one which was realised. Virtually the entire bodv of his visionary walk waf) intended for
his 'church-hou,<;e' scheme, and !he shipbuilding panels themselves were planned as a frieze of over SlWOOty feet
long.
9! Rolhenstein, 1956 and Spottiswoode p. 193 as Quoted by Patrizio and Little, 1994
!l2 Lewis, P. W. Round the London Art Galleries The Ustener, 18 May 1950,p 879. As quoted by Patrizio and Little.
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Fig. 12, Love on the Moor, 1937·55, oil on canvas, 79.1 x 310.2 cm

.j:>,.
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Fig. 11 A Promenade of Women, 1938, oil on canvas, 45 x 229.8 em

~



Fig. 12, LO~fS0' the Moor, 1937-55, oil on canvas, 79.1 x 310.2 em
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Fig. 13, A Promenade afWomen, 1938, oil on canvas, 45 x 229.8 cm
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among the varied happenings, the change betwE.'611 one kind of work and another seems

imperceptible and these transitional parts or joinings sre very important"93

Andrews (1994)04 points out how RenaissaMe lnseenated narratives oiren utilised the rendering of

three-dimensional space to strengthen the narrative aspect of an imag®. Renaissance artists

utilised illusionary space in attempting iii) dictate a reading order to the viewer, while at the same

time using the two-dimensional design to reveal other aspects of the nan'alive: Gepisodes greatly

separated from one another in space, and remote in time, come together on th~ surfooe of the

image: they co-exist in the picture plane and 6.')stablishformal connections which become an

importarlt means of enriching the narrative-, as The dis~')very of one-point perspective offered new

options with respect to narration: 'The n19aning couid now be controlled or determined not only by

the cho:ce of scenes and characters (or by the style in which they are rendered), but also by their

position in depth, by their placement in relation to one another, and the way they are linked

together",oo Following discourse on literary narratives, he states that double--time ordering, the

drawing of a dis~nc~on between 'order of occurrence' and order of telling in a narrative,

has come to be regarded as an es~ntial condition of namlove itself, no matter what story or

medium is involved Even with the help of various pictorial d~vices enabling the visual artist to

suggest an order of reading/occurrence in the image, the viewbr can never be held to it as the

artwork itself is not temporal. In continuous narration, where a paJsage of time is suggested as

more thr'l one episode is depicted, the order of telling can also not te controlled, even if it relies Oil

the Western convention of reading images from left to light, top to bottom.

In his paintings th~tpresent Ulemselves as continuous narrative vistas SpeM~r rarely relies on

~xisting literary narratives, as he does not need ro 0,stablish a fixed order of ref~din9 within such a

stru~ture. ,he narrative mocle he employs is a descriptive one where the order Cl~reading is

irrelevant He does, however, seem to rely quite often on the viewers habit to read ~heimage

from left to right As can be seen in unfinished paintings such as 'The Apotheosis of H:ldaw (1959),

03Spencer as flUQted by Patrizio and Utllo, 1994
{l!IAndmws, 1994, pp 84-94
tl5lbld, p. 85
co Ibid, p. 84
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and liMe and Hilda, Downshire hill" (1959), Spencer also worked from left to rigi:t ~he started to

paint in the upper left-hand corner and moved across the surface to the lower rignt This Flay

already have determined an order of reading from left to right in the mind of the artis~.

Compositionally too, the panoramic works are often more easiiy read from left to right. Ir, "Love on

the Moorll(1937-55) the viewer's gaze in gradually led into the compositio" from the relatively

empty left-hand side. vetait of figures and acfion gradually accumulates as the gaze wanders

across to the right .vhere it is caught up in tile profusion of detail in the figure groups. Entering t;1e
jmage from the nght would be more difficult as the viewer would immediately be confronted with arl

excess of information, hindering the movement to the left Some works, such as "A Promenade of

Women" (1938) (Fig. 13, p, 42) and "a Village in Heaven" (1938) where a procession of figures is

depicted moving from one end of the picture to the Jl~er, are easily read from either side, as the

compositions of figures in motion present a more even horizontal flow. Since there is no definite

chronological narrative, apart from the procession of figures, the reading order is virtually

irrelevant, as both left to right or right to left reading enables the viewer to grasp the significance of

the moment. In itA Promenade of Women" a left to right reading allows the viewer to 'meet'the

individual characters, as does the greeting friar at the extreme left of the image, whereas a right to

left reading implies the departure of the figures through the door on the right. The figure of Hilda

placing the door I~eyunder the mat acts as the counterpart to the friar on tile left. The viewer's

acquaintance with the individual characters as thay move along seems to constitute the narrative.

In the shipbuilding panels the possible reading orders are varied. Most composftons function in

the manner of an altarpiece, with a clear central area flanked by the sides leading into it. This

division facilitates the establishrnent i:l balanced compositlon along the long horizontal format In

"Rivetersll (1941) (Fig. 14, p.4S) for example, reading from both sides is possible as the eye is led,

from either end towards the central section along the stron~ horizontal lines created by enormous

IJipes, as well as the directional movement of the riveters working on them. In "The Template"

(1942) (Fig, 15, p.45) the eye is guided from the lett by the waving shape of the template and the

repeated lilies of the ribs ofilia hull under construction towards a central scene of workmen
,;
d
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Fig. 14 Stt'r;buikling on ihe Clyde: Riveters. 1941. ojl Oil canvas, 76.2 A 579.2 em
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Fig. 15 Shipbuilding on the Clyde: The Template, 1942. oil on canvas, 50.7){ 579 em
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painting bright red ventilation ducts. To the right of this, however, the scene becomes fragmented,

causing the eye to jump from one isolated little scene to the next Reading from the right hand side

is therefore difficult in this image, owing to the lack of visual flow.

Because of the absence of a chronological storyline, the repetition of a main character or

cha;-(;Ict&(Sin various stages of uI1foiding narrative seems unnecessary. Spencer does, however,

include himself twice in the panels, emphasising his participation as witness to the events of an

historical moment of shipbuilding, and not merely as a witness to shipbuilding per se. The insertion

of details obviollsly out of place in the shipyards further suggests a desire to imply a history

beyond the depicted facts. The costumes) for example, in which he clothes the workers are not the

appropriate dress for the dirty labour in which they are engaged.Of' He clothes them in jackets and

tweeds, thereby referring back to their social, domestic lives outside of the communal effort of

shipbuilding. Another such reference is seen in "The Templaten
, where a mother and child are

included in the scene. For reasons of safety, family and especially children were never allowed

within the shipyards.

soencer seemed unconcerned with the propagandistic possibilities of these paintings and

definitely never claimed any political significance for any of his work. The possible ideological

implication of these paintings as a socialist 'ode to the worker' was lost in the general feeling of

patriotism in the war effort. Spencer's innocent reverence for the worker sabotaged his first

attempt at industrial subjects in 1936, when he proposed a twenty·foot mural of 'Riveting' for the

ballroom of the liner, the Queen Mary. He explained that his justification for this theme was that

"out of the midst of this wealth and splendour should arise something so remote from the seas as

to seem like \1 ghost from the past, namely the men building the ship". 9B. Spencer's very personal

identification with the workt-3rswas misunderstood as a political stance, resulflng in his idea being

censored as too socialist (along with three panels by Duncan Grant) in the wake of a much

07 Pairizlo and Uttle indicate that remarks on Ule costumes by memb( s of the shipbuilding community have been
recorded.
D3 Spencer, quoted by Bell, 1980, p. 150
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publicised controversy which erupted in 1934 over Diego Rivera's mural in the Rockefeller Centre
in New V,vlt!l9

Spencer included himself in the paintings to achieve closer psychological union with the subject

matter,1COas he felt a sense of belonging within the communal working environment and

considered to his time in the shipyards as a collaboration betwegn artist and subject Because

most of the painting was done in England, the workers never saw themselves in paint a situation

Spencer tried to rsabfy with a couple of letters to the War Artists Advisory Committee requesting

reproductions of the work to be sent to the shipyards, unfortunately to no avail. Despite the fact

that the shipbuilders worked under orders, a ' structured work force of individuals who laboured

together from shift to shift like an army of ants crawling in and out of the vast steel hulks of their

own c 1structing~10f, Spencer identified with and depicted the workmen as individuals. He found

significance in everything that was done in the shipyards just as he found significance in the

drudgery of sluicing in a hospital washroom during his service in WW1.

~Notthat I think that what I see them engaged on is what they are finally meant fOf, but that

they are more like the angels in Paradise Lost who, though it was not their usual practice

or occupation, had to hurl great pieces of rock at Satan's invading army. It is a strange,

but I think true, thing, that where human activity is arranged and organised to some

constructive end itwill, through another avenue altogether, namely the spiritual framework

of artistic de.sires, form another structure, a construction of deSigns and spiritual harmony.

In art a parallel constructive order to that of the subject's utilitarian constructive purpose,"

The necessity of 'belonging' is a constant presence in Spencer's work and life. He used this word

to refer to the need he had felt since Qhildhood to identify people with places, an aspiration that lies
at the core of his idolisation of Cookham. He was amazed at the human ability to domesticate an)'

environment "A ledge on which their teapot stands was never meant for it, yet seems more meant

for that than for itS final purpose" .102 This domestic quality is very important to Spencer and

99For a discussion on the rejootioo of Riviera's mural, see Hauptman, W. 1973 "The SlWression of Art In !he
McCarthy Decade" Al'tforurn XII, no. 2, Octobtr 1973, pp, 48-52, and Robinson, 1990, p. 96
l00'SUITleffi' (1940) and 'Welders' (1941)
101 ROOinson, 1991, p, 92
102 Patrizio and Little, 1994, unpaginated
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resulted in thiS commission to go beyond a strictly accurate recordin!a of the visibfe world to

enhance t':e human aspect of it often at the cost of remaining faittj'u~~to the factual depiction of a

place. wAplace is incomplete without a person. A person is a place';!i lTulftlment as a place is a

person's".l03 Robinson identifies this need for 'belongin~I' in Spencels apf]roach to composition in

the shipbuilding panels. In the first three panels the overall vista is divided hut\)individual parcels,

each containing a single worker. In "Welljer~ij for instance, Spencer cunningly divi(f~s the picture

plane into 'boxes' until it almost resembles a comic strip. The welders are framed and separated
by the lines ofthe geometrical structures ihey are welding. Each litUe scene . ,. ·'.ed with its

own light-source; the glow from the welding-rod. Similarly, in w13IJrne1rsW(1940) l. ag. 16) the
workmen are contQined within the outlines of the flat sheets of metal they are working on. Of

"Burners If Spencer wrote: " ...1have treated the burners as a series of decorative figures because

of the interesting variety of positions they naturally assume. Each man seems wedded or welded

to the part of the ship he makes" .104 With ttk~ir caps and goggles they look similar enough for the
picture to be read as the same workman in different positions and from differ

common in continuous narratives; a visual report of the work of a s'ingle burn,,~ '" ~rogress.

Fig. 16 Shipbuilding on the Clyde: BurnersQeft panel), 1940, oil on eanvas, 50.6 x 203.2 em

100 ibid.
104 Ibid,

i
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In "Bending the Keel Plate" (1943) (Fig. 17, p, 50) Spencer moves back to reveal a bit more of the

communal effort The painting was originally titied "The Shoe Plate" and "one looks across an

intervening space in which men arc respectfully preparing a plate for the machine burner, and

bolting a lighter section of frame to a heavier section, to where the shoe plate in its cradle is being

beaten into shape."105 Robinson draws an analogy with "The last JudgementK (Fig. 18, p. 50) of

Fra Angelico based on the format, central light source and marked division of left from right, Fra

Angelico was a particular favourite of Spencer's and in particular the theme of resurrection which

was never far from Spencer's mind throughout his artistic career. Collis reports Spencer

wondering about a Last Judgement picture, often contemplated but never executed, in which, he

explained, there would be no convictions or punishments as ev~rybody was to be acquitted.106

..~

Although the strongly elevated focal point is absent, as is the prominent central dividing line found

in Fra Angelico's 'The Last Judgement', other features in Spencer1s picture correspond closely to

compositional details in Fra Angelico's work. Spencers employment of deeper spatial recession in

this image as opposed to the shallower space in the other panels, already suggests a different

focus on the subject based on a different!:'.cmpositional structure. In the other panels the activities

described by the titles are spread out across the canvas with the emphasis relying more on shape

and pattern. The important actMty is restricted to the foreground, as spatial depth is kept to a

minimum. Where deeper recesses do occur as in "Welders", little effort is made to draw the viawer

into the space. In "Bending the Keel PlateG
, however, the key activity takes place in the

bar:kgrollnd, around the light source - the red-hot keel plate. Unlike the other panels, this is

virtually the only light source, lending an unearthly g!ow to the proceedings. The way in which the

light fans out through the space is indeed very similar to the fan-like compositiol"J in Fra Angelico's

"Last Judgement". EM whereas the centra! strip in Fra AngeliCO'Swork remains an empty field of

open graves, Spencer's canvas is peopled with tl1ree groups of workers toiling on different parts of

the keel plate in different stages 0'[production. These three groups are placed parallel to the

viewer, but at different points within the spatial recession. The shape of the receding 'graveyard' of

1

I
I
I

105Spencer as quoted by Bell, 1980, p.1S'l
106Collis, p.20S i

I
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Rg.17 Shipbuilding on the Clyde: Bending the Keel Plate. 1943. oil on canvas. 76 x 575 em.

Fig. 18 FraAngelico: The last Judgement

,
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Fra Angelico's painting is echoed in the perspective of the three sheets of metal which the

workmen are labouring on and the floor of the workplace in this area which is wen illuminated anG

uncluttered, emphasising a receding rectangular shape. The'dogholes'107 in the shipyard floor,

while visually echoing the dots on the lids of Fra Angelico's graves, evoke the idea of an

'underworld'. Like the open graves, the dogholes hint at a cavernous space underneath the floor of

the depicted scene.

Fra Angelico places groups of resurrected people on both sides of his rectangular graveyard; the

good on the left, the bad on the right Spencer follows suit compasitionally10S by placing two groups

of workmen on either side of the centre. The groups echo Fra Angelico'n figures in rhythm and in

some cases even in posture of sp~cific figures. At the far left of the Fra Angelico picture, a circle of

angels are leading the good to heaven. Heaven is depicted as a walled city in the background,

from which light is pouring through the gates onto two approaching saints. Spencer inserts four

workmen manoeuvring a shaped sheet of steel on a pulley and Che1ll1S into this circle. Whiie the

shape of this sheet is suggestive of the empty space within Fra Angelico's circle, even the tree

behind the angels is suggested in Spencer's work by a pile of rocks and metal sheets. Fra

Angelico's heaven becomes a brick wall with a window through which daylight pours in from the

outside. On the right hand side of "The Last Judgement", Fra Angelico's hell is cut off from the rest

of the composition by the strong vertical line of its rocky boundaries. This line is echoed in

Spencer's composition by a vertical sheet of corrugated iron, cutting across the format from top to

bottom, isolating a figure neatly arranging angle-hi',)ns. As the figures in Fra Angelico's helf are

illuminated by the enveloping fires, this SOlitary man is illuminated by his own light source to the

right of the picture.

Patril:io and Little as well as Bell indicate that Spencer experienced difficulties in realising a

composi~on for this panel which he had started in 1940 and only "Jmpleted three years later,

107 Holes in the stool-plate floor of the shipyard, into which Iron pegs (or ~s) were Inserted, were used to guide the
shape of any sheet of metal to be shaped
10ebut not conceptually, as his conception of God does not include a wrathful and avenging nature. Of an early
Resurrection painting Spencer Is recorded to have said that the only difference between the resurrection of the Good
and lhe Bad is that tho Bad have a little more trouble qetting out of their graves.
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having almost given up on it in the process. Uncharacteristically he had tried to solve some of the

formal problems on the canvas itself, whereas, as a r~le, Spenc~r always made intricately detailed

preliminary drawings which he then copied onto canvas by means of a grid system. Clements

refers to him as a superlative draughtsman who, like the Italians of the early Renaissan<M who he

so admired, preferred wrapping up most of the pictorial possibilities at an initial stag~.109 For him

the drawing contained not only the idea, but the whole composition carried to a high degree of

detail. The canvas remains the field on whiclllD enrich the conception with colour at the
appropriate scale. It would seem that in this instance Spencer had feit the tt, . ,(the Last

Judgement to be an appropriate compositional model for his depiction of metal workers engaged in

a foundry environment with the glow of furnaces and d:ark recesses. i" '. appropriateness of Fra

Angelico's image as a model may have made it unnecessary for him to "'(e :,Ian hi. ;omposition

for this image. Nowhere else does he seem to have translated so direcHy from an existing
composition. One can only speculate as to his reasons for making this comparison, as it is very

difficult to pinpoint his methods and ideP.lsof composition and design. It is perhaps his intense

preoccupation with the didactic meaning of his subject matter that allowed him to work with such

extraordinary confidence in the 'rightne9s' of his pictorial conception.

Spencer's memod gave rise to a lot of criticism, as his critics felt that tte painting process became

nothing more than a technical formality, resulting in a dull paint surface and chalky colours. This

'shortcoming' is less acute in his observed paintings as these were executed from life, and were
therefore less planned, Wyndham Lewis, Spencer's contp.mporary and art critic for the 'Listener'

expressed this criticism as follows: "Spencer, it is felt, is careless of paint His painting is the

negation of quality. It is quantitative ...ln his multi-figured composition the detail ...is a convention

poor in form, illustrational. The colour is drab ...Were he to paint the figures in his compositions as

carefully as his excellent Self·Portrait at Tooth's, all would be weil,wl1O Wyndham Lewis expresses

the opinion, widely held according to Bell, that Spencer would have bsen a beiter artist it he had

c"'ncentrated on working from life, and had paid more attention to his handling of paint This

criticism did not m&':e much of an impression though. "It is ,Ioticeable that I am never preoccupied

109Clements, 1985, p. 16
110Wyndham Lewis, P. The listener: 18 May 1950, as quot~ CVBeil, 1992. p, 201
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with how I paint but with the grad'Jal development of my thought and affection towards jife in

general. and from that, what irvme itemotionally inspires me to dO".11i His attitude is one of self-

centred, but in a way innocent emotion; he talks about composition and space in his nC'~!;, but

always with an equal ail' of innocence towards the abstract pictorial attributes. Unlike the

modernists, obsessed by the formalities of shape, colour and space, Spencer devotes his eneigies

to the expression of meaning. Thus his drawings are composed immediately, with an

extraordinary confidence in their ri-JhtIless.

An important fact of Spencer's; style lies in the twa distinctive modes of painH~g: Hrstiy the pUiely

documentBry statements of fain in which the physical 'dye alone has been consulted. These

consist of technical accomplished but often unimaginative landscapes, still-lifes and portraits. The

other moce comprises the imaginative works, tile 'illustrations', in which the artisfs mind's eye is

almost aUthat matters. According tc NelA10nthe so-called physic3! eye; ~'1these called in merely

to fill in gaps in the mental vision. These two approaches co-exist to different degrees in different

paintings. Newton states that the blepr'!ng between 619 physical and the mind's eye is what

constitutes the style of any arUst The mind's eye entails the arnst's fabrications ~his conception of

the world and the truths he contains in it The physical eye presents the physical world and makes

the artist's vision comprehsllsiNe, as it provides points of reference in 'reality'. Although not

intended as such, the shipbuilding paintings present somewhat of a marriage between Spencer's

observed and visionary paintings. Because of the intense research he had to do in the shipyards

to retain an acceptable standard of factual detail in the work, figures and spaces are less distorted

than in his 'compositions' which he painted from memory and imagination for most part He seems

to be less concerned with expressing his personal pre-occupations by having to focus mo,'a

intensely on the depiction of specific dl3tail in the shipyards. Thus he is more conscious of his

handling of paint, and the work seems more accomplished on a technical level.

The Shipbuilding paintings presente~ a unique opportunity to interact much more closely with

society, after he had painted hiS erotic paintings wilich represent his most explicitly personal

expressions. The wo.ter communit/ of Port Glasgow broke a period of isolation Spc~l:Ger .

111 Spencer as quoted by Pople



experien<1~d in the late thirties as a res.J:! r.l his marital escapades and dire fimmcial situation. As

a rule Spencer preferred isolation:" I am real1y interesk~~ only in myself, and interested to speak

only of myself ...I am a treasure i~land seeker, and the island is myself".112 His temporary

immersion in the worker community satisfied one of his personal fant&Jies connected to his

appreciatic n of Giotto and the other 'primitive' Italians: his admiration for the 2JtiSt. as craftsman and

member of the working class.

,

~
i

--- _,-------
112Spencer as quoted by C~lIs, 1962, p. 203
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Chapter 4

Redempt.ive Visiofi
The narrative impulse in Spencer's oeuvre developed into an interdependency between artworks

at a fairly early stage of his career. The roots of this phenomenon may lie in his reverence for the

early Renaissance artists and the purpose for which their paintings were destined; as parts of a

greater scheme often within an architectural setting. Spencer wrote in 1955of the centrality of

schemes and serial painting to his art. "Each succeeding painting seems to celebrate and illustrate

the joy that followed the joy which the fanner painting illustrated" .113 Unquestionably one of his

greatest achievements in grouping paintings into a unified vision is the Sand ham memoria' ch~pel

at Burghclere (1925"29) which was to be followed by further explorations of grand themes. The

concept of the resurrection and its implications for Spencer underlies most of his visionary work

and finds its clearest expression in these grand schemes. Pople compares Spencer's fascination

with the inferences inherent in the concept of resurrection to that of a musician developing a

symphonic theme which also surfaces in unrelated subject matter. The role of the female in the

sexual and the creative, the esoteric associations of bodily and spiritual emergence, the concept of

happiness as those moments when a joyous redemption from the confusions, perplexities and

miseries of the world is experienced, all imply the theme of reserrecton, It seems that by painting

the theme of resurrection, Spencer sought redemption. His two greatest schemes, the Burghclere

chapel and the Shipbuilding paintings, were Doth prompted by war, and culminated in mO"dfl1ental

scenes of resurrection. Of the lormer he sait1 that "the Burghclere memorial ...redeemed my

experience from what itwas; namely something alien to me. By this means I recovered my lost
se1F.114

While not in themselves scenes of resurrections, the two panels adjoining the "Resurrection of the

soidlers" (1928) in the Burghclere chapel, "Dug-out or Stand-to" (1928) (Fig, 20, p. 56), and

~Reveille" (1929) (Fig. 19, p. 56) depict scenes Vromwar"time experiences that possess

113Cappricio and Little, 1994, unpaginated.
114Spencer as quoted by Robinson, 1990, p. 45
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Fig. 20 Reveille, 1929, oil on canvas, 213.5 x 185.5 em
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elements of a resurrection, In "Reveille" a group of soldiars rise from their beds under shroud-like

mosquito nets, l~hafgedwith a renewal of energy which a fresh day can bring. In "Oug-out or

Stand-to" the idea of a momentous awakening is expressed in the emergence of soldiers from

tomb-like trenches with blanched faces, dazed in the unaccustomed glare of dgy. Spencer's

hankering towards grand schemes of painting gathered new momentum with the Shipyard

paintings. The fact that they were an official commsslou allowed Spencer to pursue an extensive

visionary scheme without the burden of considering the marketability of the work as economical

factors often deterred the completion of his other ambitious sl;hemas115•

Before quite cumpleting the shipbuilding panels, Spencer started working on a series of

resu (ectior paintings which thematically developed out of the WW2 oomrr. ~Ion.In the

shipbuilding panels, Spencer had taken each worker's activity and shown its cormlation to its

ultimate purpose. He delighted in his temporary membership of a solid working-class community,

and Port Glasgow became ilia second of his New Jerusalems.'16 His ofi1cio3lcommissions

commemorated their heroic efforts at work, evidence of his identification with them, while

anticipating his effort to transcend reality by means of a redemptive vision. His first proposed

image for the wartime commission was that of a crucifii( as a symbol of current human oppression.

Although the concept was not acceptable within th~ terms of his employment as Official War Artis~

he was bound by his own artistic aglmda to consider the spiritual dimensions of his task. In the

series of resurrection paintings in wh~ch he honours the inhabitants of Port Glasgow, we find a

most powerful indictment of the Second World War; a series that celebrates ¥he triumph of love

over death and adversity.

The idea of the Port Glasgow resurrections developed in Spencerls mind into a scheme no less

ambitious than the Santiham memorial chapel or the church· house project. The scheme

developed from a number of projected paintings for the Shipbuilding series depicting the workers

11GHis granOOst scheme of all, whlc;' involved most of his paintings not othel'Wise engaged in schen'.es, his ·Church
house'" in which Cookham was viewed in a metaphorical manner as a church building in which his paintings would
be displayed, never took form as a unit because the individAa( works had to be sold off on completion to stWOrt
himself and his dep<;nd.,mts.
110Cookham is the first

-.III
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at home and on their way to worK. It developed into an independent idea upon Spencer's

discovery of a graveyard on a hill in the centre of Port Glasgow which reminded him of a qUG~.ation

from John Denne in which the resurrection of the dead is compared to a king climbing the hill of

Zion. Originally planned as a single farge stepped canvas, fifty feet long, showing Christ seated on

the crown of the hill, angels hovering above, and below a fan-shaped array of graves with the

resurrected making their wa.y uphill to be judged, this plan proved to be too ambitious and was

divided, at the advice of Dudley Tooth. into smaller units. Spencer worked on the series from

1945 to 1950, completing eigtl '11 canvases, melve of them designed as four independent

triptychs. Robinson compares the Port Glasgow resurre...1ionswith Spencer's best-known

treatment of the subject of resurrection in "The Cookham Resurrection" of 1925. like the earlier
painting, itoffered him a pretext for self-assessment. In the Cookham Resurrection he paid

respects to Cookham as the seat of his vision, while acknowledging a succession of dpbts of a

personal and artistic kind: to the Carlines, the Slade and his ?wn brand of neo--Primitivism. Bell

contrasts the earlier and later paintings. painting out that anatol nical proportions are more

distorted, gestures more exaggerated and the composition mora frenzied in the later work. A

sense of the unity of the original grand scheme prevails in the way individual paintings are

composed. As in the Shipbuilding paintings, figures on the edge of one painting are meant to be

moving into the adjoining picture to maintain continuity of actiUI1. The world Spencer creates does

not end at the edge of the picture, but is implied to exi5t and continue beyond it Spencer does not

r"'?resent a resurrection founded on biblical sources: "the world in which I am at present living is

the world I have attijmpted to paint in these picture;', The resurrection is meant to indicate the

passing of the state of non-realisation of the possibilities of heaven in this life to the sudden

awakening to that fact That is what is inspiring the people as they resurrect, namely, the new

meaning they find ill what they had seen before",117 This statement is in accord with the

underlying message of Spencer's oeuvre. ColliS summarises his whole lifetime philosophy as a

belief in the immediate possibility of a golden age as a state of mind, "the apprehension of the

sublime truth that this wond eQuid be governed by love, pervaded by joy and trarlsfigured by a

117Spencer as quoted by Collis, 1962, p. 198
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sense of the oneness of all life, if only we wou:d have it so" .118 In all his work he pictures the wond

as such. showing us the alternative reality in which this doctrine rules.

Although contemporaneous with and usually included in the Port Glasgow series, "The

Resurrection with the Raising of Jairus' Daughter" is an interloper in subject and location. The side

panels had been drawn as early as 1940, and the painting is set. in Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

The painting depicts the miracle of Jairus's daughter as described in Mark 5:22-43 The left panel

is based on a wedding photograph which had struck Spencer because it depicted a church

positioned at a road junction. He imagined those who had worshipped there as being resurrected

from under the paving stones of the adjoining sidewalk. The right-hand panel is based on

memories of a street in Cookham, the Pound, with its rows of cottages, front gardens and railings.

The central panel shows a house with a simple sash window through which the bedroom. where

the miracle is being performed, can be seen. This central panel acts as a link for the religious

overtones of the left~hand panel and the homely ambience of the right-hand panel.

Spencer's use of multiple viewpoints within a single work is quite evident here. He uses the

elev~ted viewpoint, so characteristic of his visionary work, throughout the composition, but the

angler.; vary dramatically from the left to the right hand side. In the buildings portrayed, remnants of

scientific perspective remain, though diSjointed, in Spencer's attempt to show maximum detail.

He diverts tram scientific perspective in two ways: by elevating the viewpoint of the viewer to some

point above the scene depicted, creating a distance between viewer and image and by faceting or

splaying the space so as to reveal as much as possible of the depicted scene.119 It is in such

treatment of depicted space that the influenc~ of modernism, and specifically Cezanne and Cubism

(In Spencer again becomes clear.

118 ibid.
1Ii) Spencer's use of an elevated viewpoint turns the viewer Into a voyeur, looking down onto a scene from which he is
also somswhat psychologically separated because of the elevation. The idea of voyeurism Is further strengthened by
a reoognition of a personal subtext in an image. Nearty all Spencers visional)' paintings lack a consistent logic from a
classical paint of viaw. "The scales of objects are arbitrary, the perspective (of which his lanclscapl7s show him to
have .. perfectly good CI...,lmand) is empirical .... It is as if he had learnt and rejected a 'Grand Manner' in order to
invent one of his own.' Hayes, 1986, p, 13.
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Fig. 21 The Resurrection with the Raising of Jalrus' Daughter, 1947, oil on canvas, cenre 76.8 x

88.3, sides each 76.8 x 51.4 em
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As has been shown, Spencer often uses a linear perspectival system to construct a space, and

then deviates from itwhen depicting objects within this space. In "The Last Supper" ~Fig. 5, p. 25)

the bricks in the walls of the room are meiiculously painted to adhere to a very specific vanishing

point while the table and figures are tilted as if viewed from a much higMr angle. In "The

Resurrection, Cookham" (1926) he intentionally combines two sets of linear perspective. 'Ihe

essential lines of perspective converge on the church porch and the figures in it The

charanteristic high viewpoint is used, causing the spectator to look down onto the graveyard. To

the left of thJ church perspective plunges into the distance, indicating a very different vanishing

point and a much lower viewpoint This recurring tendency in Spencer's application of perspective

results in a suddenly exaggerated depth, as can also be seen in WOrl<S like "The Betrayaia (1922-

23), "Swan Upping" (1915-19), and some of the Shipbuilding panels (1940-46). This use of

differing pGfSpr.:ctives seems to be a narrative device, a way of dictating order of reading of the

image: the central action is seen from above, tilted towards the viewer. The eye is then drawn into

the depicted space by the use of this plunging perspective to read contents of 'secondary'

irnpo'-'..ance,depicted deeper in the illusionistic space. The same fluctuation of perspective is

present in 'The Resurrection with the Raising of Jairus' Daughter." In the construction of individual

buildings in the left hand panel and parts of buildings in the central and right"hand panel, remnants

of scientific perspective are eVident The entire scene is depicted from a high angle, but a gradual

recession occurs towards the church and surrounding buildings in the background, In ti"h3 right

hand panel, on the other hand, ground-level is tilted up towards the viewer virtually to the top of the

image, where it is suddenly made to dip i~tospace. Spencer uses this device to check the

discrepancy between £hetHO panels. This pretence toward conventional illusionism is important

as itmaintains a convi(:tion in the viewer that he is viewing a reasonable representation of a true

situation.

Spencer's application of perspective, while constituting an eccentric way of seeing, also implies a

specific intended way of reading. Not only does he present us with different viewpoints, but also

with different points of view as can be seen in "The Resurrection with the Raising of Jairus'

Daughter", Pople links the central window scene in "The Resurrection with the Raising of Jairus'

Daughter" to the lighted interior of the church in "Travoys arriving with wounded soldiers at a
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dress~ng station at Smol, Macedonia" (1919) (Fig. 22, p. 63); it similarly combines an ordinary

domestic image with a religious image as a means of finding an affirmative revelation in even the

most mundane moments of life. In both paintings the device of framing a ipicture within a pictuf'3' is

used to isolate an image in order to emphasise the meaning conveyed in it and relating that

meaning to the content of the ,Jicture as a whole. This device was commonly used in narrative

pain~l1gbefore the sixteenb'1century to depict and revflal the message or discourse of characters

in a narrative within a painting. It usually took the form of a po;1el or window depilJted adjoining the

protagonists on which their thoughts or tlJpic of discussion was r Jsplayed in an image. By setting

these images apart from the 'real' action in the depiction, much like the come-book convention of

using speech-bubbles, the artist avoided the risk of confusing the viewer as to the 'levels of reality'

in the representation.

In Travoys', Spencer dopicts the arrival of wounded at a dressing station after a night of heavy

fighting in the Dorian-Vardar sector of the front in September 1916. The travoys are spread out

fanwise in front of the brightiy lit church which was converted into a makeshift field hospital.

Through the window a brighUy lit operating theatre is visible in which an operation is being

performed is visible. The painting resembles a traditional Adoration scene, with the fravoys

replacing the kings and shepherds, and the operating tab!e~scene of physical 'salvation', doubling

as altar.120 Spencer found deep religious Significance in the scene, and aimed to portray peace in

the middle of confusion; the wounded in the painting are in a state of detachment from the physical,

a state of peace: "All those wounded men were calm and at peace with everything ...Uke Christ 011

the Cross (the wounded) belonged to a different world than those tending them".121 The operating

theatre is isolated within its light and its frame to appear almost like a vision of salvation to these

unfortunate spectators. In "The Resurrection with the Raising of Jairus' Daughter" Spencer

similarly inserts the New Te$t~ment narrative of the miracle into a descriptive narrative of his own

devising. In this case the is(.llation of the biblical narrative is ~omewhat unusual as Spencer

generally presents his biblical themes in an ordinary guise, i.e. the everyday is totally absorbed into

the religious theme. Although there is a suggestion of continuity between the central panel and its

I
I '

b
I

120 Bel', 1992, p. 35-37
121 Spencer as quoted by Popie, 1991, p. 189
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Fig. 22 Travoys of Wounded Soldiers arriving at a Dressing Station in Smol, Macedonia, 1919, oil

on canvas, 183 x 218.4 em.
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wings, the scene of the miracle is isolated by the frame of the window through which we observe

the domestic interior from the outside. The implications of the content conveyed in the miracle

scene is depicted in the outdoor activity shown in the wings: an expression of the joy of reclaiming

deceased loved ones here and now. The 'Ir~age within an image' here functions not as a depiction

of f:hethoughts or discourse of one of the protagonists, but as the voice of the artist

Spencer's application of architectural structures to divide the picture plane and isolate figure

groups from one another calls to mind another early Rehaissance narrative device. Towards the

end of the Medieval period the differentiation between scenes in inscenated narratives was

achieved more explicitly by means of architectural stage design in which arcades and walls were

used to separate individual episodes. In "The Resurrection with the Raising of Jairus' Daughter"

the figures and actions are divided by the central building into three areas of occurrence. While

encapsulating the scene of the miracle within its walls, the building creates a definite division

between the resurrection of the dead on the left, and the homecoming and reunion on the right In

the left-hand panel the dead are being resurrected from the sidewalk, assisted by passersby and

friends, welcoming them back in the manner of welcoming soldiers from the war as implied by the

flags, banners and bunting above the door. In the right-hand panel the resurected are seen to be

returning from their graves in the churchyard to the garden gates of their former dwellings in the

village. This activity is meant to echo the abundant joy at the miroole perfonned inside the room.

The action on the right is further compartmentalized by garden walls and fences, breaking it up into

intimate littI~ scenes of rejoicing, thereby emphasising the public and universal implication of the

miracle. Ringbom indicates a secondary purpose of this device: apart from functioning as a

temporal marker, it also defines reported content The wall, arcade or window, apart from marking

an event as part of another chronological phase, also "serves to frame the dream or speech topic,

and thus assigns to it an order of reality different trom that of the protagonist".'22 The miracle

inside the room is implied to function on a different level of reality to the scenes outside the room.

The window scene is further isolated irom the rest of the picture by the manner •.•which the figures

insid~,'I~~;\~idepicted. They are substantially larger than the figures outside the room, foregrounding

122Ringbom, 1989, p. 37
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the importance of the scene, and creating a pressu 1intensity within the confined space. The

figures playing out the biblical narrative are also much more simplified in their tubular treatment,

calling to mind the blockMlikefigures of Giotto. Spencpr's treatment of figures is often inconsistent

at times he seems very aware of the structure of a ....Joycontained within clothing, especially of

female figures as in "The Adoration of old Men" (1937). "Promenade of women" (1938) and same

figures from the 'Beatitudes' series, but most of his figures are portrayed in his Giottesque, tubular

style, in which clothing becomes a solid form in itself, giving the figures a somewhat bloated and

often shapeless look. Pople ascribes such deviation from naturalistic depiction in Spencer's

images to the extent of his emotional involvemant in a work.123 This can perhaps be best

illustrated in "The Temptation ofSt Anthony" (1945) (Fig, 23, p. 66) where the saint is depicted as

being tempted by a whole bevy of nude beauties. The nudes are depicted in a surprisingly

naturalistic manner124 , whereas St Anthony is portrayed in Spencer's characteristic tubular style

indicating identification with St Anthony and thus aligning his own personal viel/s on sexuality with

the atlributes of the saint "St Anthony eschews temptation ...not because he wishes to deny i~but

because he longs for sex in its perfect form. He has a perfection to reach and is aware of some

imperfection in himself and is aw.l~ethat he cannot immediatelyjoin ...in what gOdS on around
him". 125

Such distortion in his figures, linked as such to emotional charge, would have happened

subconsciously. Spencer denied ever intending to depart deliberat13lyfrom natural appearances.

He explained that his paintings were the product of a powerful inner need that is not covered by

any real visual stimulus: The need stimulated by the inner workings of his imagination was the

reality he sought to put down on canvas.l26 The distortions were not a deliberate stylistic ploy, but

emerged in the compositions from his unconscious, often alarming him when discovered. Such

deviations were never corrected, though, because they fonned an integral part of the design, which

was the result of "the fullest extent of my inspirational powers at the time of the co!1ception...of the

123POfJje, p. 206.
12-4 Spenoor said of the nudes that he had just emptied all his Slade life drawings into the painting.
125 Spent'..er' as Quoted by PopIe, 1991, p, 450
1261:3611,1992, p. 153



Fig. 23 The Temptation of St Anthony, 1945, oil on canvas, 112 x 91.5 em
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idea" .127 Spencer lamented the increase of distortion in later years, connecting it to the loss of the

innocence of his vision.

Spencer animates his images with direct and simple gestures to communicat(~ emotions clearly

and expliciHy. In 'Daughters of Jemsall3m" (1951) the gestures of grief and lamenting are almost

overstated and verge on the melodramatic. In "The Resurrection with the Raising of Jarus'

Daughter" these bold gestures aid the narrative in the sense that information can be more

forcefully communicated than would be the case with more subtie, natJralistic poses. In the figure

of Christ with outstretched hands, these exaggerated gestures capt'Jre two important aspects of

the narrative at once; the raising of the child and the dismissal of tile unbelievers.

Jairus' daught'9r died while he had gone to find Jesus to heal her illness. On Jesus' anival at the

house He told the mourners to stop mourning as the child was merely asleep. Because they didn't

believe Him He chased them fr('lm the house before performing the miracle. In the painting Jairus

is clutching the bed post in despair while Jesus commands the girl to rise and at the same time

orders the unbelieving onlookers out of the room. Two dismissed onlookers are outsid0 at the

right-hand corner of the building, Pople points out that on two occasions Spencer drew particuiar

attention to these two, who clearly represent himself and Hilda. They do not seem to share the ;oy

of the other figures in the left..hand panel. "I do not kre. rt there is any logical connection between

the old unMlievers people at the foot of the central panel who are just around the corner from the

people resurrecting, and being very happy about it, in the left-hand panel. One of the onlookers is

looking up and clearly aware". 128 Pople indicates that a meaning can be made to appear if this is

read in the (;'Ontextof Spencer's recondite language: he cannot see any logical connection

between him and Hilda and the happiU1essof the re~iJlTecting figures. He is possibly conveying an

alarming prospect, the gravity of which causes him to be an unbelieving onlooker'29: Hilda is

seated. Is she too weak to stand? The excitement of the msurrecting figures is merely a curiosity

I,,
I
r

127S~IlC.er as quoted by Ball, 1992 p, 153
128 ibid.
129 It became ~rent during the spring of 1947 thai. Hilda was physically ill. SperK.'Elf insisted on the care of a
profeSSional nursa, who discovered the tell·tale lump in her breast. A mastectomy was performed. It was during this
time that SpellC\3r int6lTUj)ted the execution of the main resurrootion series to complete this painting.
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to her; she is interested but emotionally uninvolved. It seems that S~encer may be prefiguring his

fil'lalloss of Hilda in this painting. He is just too aware of the fact that she will not be prompfty

resurrected like the litHe girt, hence his portrayal of them as unbelieving onlookers. The fact that

he interrupted work on the Port Glasgow resurrections to do a painting that has been partially

composed years earlier, right at a time when Hilda's health caused dlarm, seems to support this

reading. The manner in which the work is executed also seems to differ markedly from its

contemporary won(s: in the Port Glasgow resurrections spencers attention to illusionary surfar.:e
detail rC3:ches a peak, resulting in some instances almost in a flattening of the picture planlit.

Although this work is still very detailed, it seems less joyfully so. To Spencer the concept of

resurrection was the ultimate symbol of our return to 'home': the state of liberation of the spiritual

from the corporeal, attainable momentarily through sex and permanentiy through death. Does

Spencer in this picture acknowledge Hilda's impending 'spiJitual !iberation'? He seems to be

offering Hilda the redemption he deemed possible through art, and which in previous Resurrection

paintings had been offered to others: the soldiers in the "Resurrection of the Soldiers", his friends,

relations and Cookhamites in "The Cookham ResUlTection". To Spencer the function of religion
and art is to attempt to bring about this liberation by offering the resurrected the joy of realising the

hopes entertained during life.
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Chapter 5

Constructing an Alternative Reality

In this chapter I discuss my own work submitted for the masters degree in ralation to the preceding

research. I ou~inemy approach to the construction of an alternative reality and consider some

aspects corresponding to Spencer's visionary constructions in order to clarify my own visionary

intentions based on my perceptions of social mores. I also present everydc~y situations in my

paintings and scraperooard drawings which reflect on conventional views of religion. Although

never attempting anything remotely as ambitious as Spencer's grand schemes, I also depict

traditional religious images associated with devotional meditation such as biblical themas,

depictions of saints and the Madonna, and series relating to the life of Christ While adhering to
traditional religious conventions of portrayal of such subjects, I also de lIiate from them in order to

subvert the conventional reading or function. This also pertains to the ro:.}ding of a nam)tive within

images through the use offragmentatioll, serial composition, scale and the inclusion of ambiguous

references. I also discuss the importance of medium to my realisation of an alternative reality.

As in Spencer's case, , employ two different modes of narrative in my images. ne first involves a

suggested chronological narrative which may reter to a biblical narrative such as the Last Supper

and the Passion, or else an unspecified narrative is implied as in the 'Deadly Sins~ series(1996-

97). The second narrative mode involves the more iconic images such as 'Madonna with Walnut

and Ginger" (1994) and "Partially Draped Madonna and Child" (1995). The scraper board images

full somewhat between these two modes as they lend themselves more easily to the layering of

images and symbols. The phy~icality of the medium as well as the ease of cutting and arranging

individual segments aUow3 for superimposition and collageing in the construction of an image. In

recent works, the inclusion of painted segments has been explore01,to further contrast the two

media as well as suggesting different 'levels of rea!ity'. While colour adds a quasimagical aspect in

the concretion of visibility I black and white images seem even more removed from reality. The

scraperboard technique also allows for a heightened sense of detail through the possibility of

minute mark-making Gnd hatching as well as the high contrast in tonal range. The dramatic

I,
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qualities of light and shadow obtainable in this medium mar{e it ideal for the construction of an

alternative reality. Being a reductive process, scraperboard images require a greater technir:al

control in execution, and therefore a more fully realised image before starting.130 "Double

Exposure" (1995) (Fig 24) conslsts of two large scraperboard panels (122)( 100 em each)

depie~ng two Madonna's, one black (left panel), the other white, facing each other as if in

confrontation, and clutching their children protecTIvoly. The children face directly outwards,

seemingly appealing to the viewer. The figures are mirror-image cut-outs of the same stencil,
pasted onto a bleak rural landscape. Papeir jets (cut-outs) are represented hovering above them,

while forbi6ding clouds, suggesting speech-bubbles or smoke, rise above each figure group.

While activating the space above them, the paper jets also imply movement as well as menace in

their pointea shapes 131 , The self--conscious staging of an event by means of aligning two

Madonna images (,':Iowsthe viewer to meditate on the situation posed Whereas traditional

visionary images of the Madonna and child in glory tend to elevate the viewer's mind to the
contemplation cf higher beings, my depiction places the two women in a South African context,

implying a secular, ...ssociative reading.

J;.
I
I
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Fig. 24 CouDle Exposure, 1995, Scraperboard, 122 x 100 em

130Because of the scale of tht38a draWings I had to develop my own board. Severallayem of white paint are applied
to marine plywood. The surface is sanded between application of coats to obtain a smooth surface. The board is
then covered With a thin layer of printing Ink. Soratchlng is dooo with a variety of instruments,e.g. cutting blades,
san~r,etc.
131The paper jet is a recuning motif In my work; see also in "Madonna with Walnut and Ginger' and ·'ncriminating
Evidence"
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In "Still··life with French Bread" (199B) (Fig. 25, P 72) four apples, two tubes of paint an open sheet

of paper with a drawn image of the still-life and a pencil appear scatiereri on a round table. The

scene is tipped up towards trle viewer and two baguettes, painted in oils, are affixed diagonally

across the surface in the form of a cross. The scraperboard image is presented in an incomplete

state, implying an artwork in progress while the superimposed cross acts as a sign of cancellation.

The bread, while symbolising nurturing, also takes on a negative connotation. The black and white

image on scraperboard is presented to the viewer in the form of a traditional artistic genre,

pres,ented as an observational study. The painted baguettes have a stronger presence in their

colour against the subdued, m: LOchrome background. In ~lnGriminating Evidence" (1996) (Fig. 26,

p, 72) and "Even Here" (1996) (Fig. 27, p. 72), a similar combination of media is used. When

displa!fed together, the superimposed, paini'Jd shapes rt::caUreligious symbols such as the cross

and th:ecrown of thorns, while at the same time alluding to the game of naughts and crosses. Two
modes of representation are thus counterposed to set up a dialogue requiring aS~:'ic.:iafjvereading.

Iuse both oil paints and gouache in my colour depictions. Gouache is used for smail-scale work

and allows for quicker and thus more intuitive execute n of ideas. In the series "Stcryboard for a

Documentary" (1994- ), for example, which comprises an ongoing sequence of small images in the

form of a visual notebook executed continuously throughout my practice since 1994, this medium

has enabled a more immediate, almost 'snap-shot', rendering of narrative ideas. Si)l.ieen of these

panels are submitted for the M.A. degree, depicting various subjects in which the background

iandscape often functions as unifying feature. Thus, disparate ideas may come together as a

visual unit to suggest a continuous narrative. The format calls to mind the comic snip in which one

panel leads sequentially into the other as an ongoing narrative. The series thus functions as a

documentation of ideas whicn may at a later stage be developed as individual themes in other

media.

The medium of oil paint allows me to develop larger themes in a more gradual manner. A pl?cinting

may be put aside for later working on. Unlike Spencer, my compositions are usually not fully
realised before painting commences. A general plan is sketched onto the canvas in brush before
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Fig. 25 Still-life with French Bread, 1996, seraperboard, 122 x 122 em.

Fig. 26 Incriminating Evidence, 1996, seraperboard, 122 x 122 em.

Fig. 27 Even Here, 1996, scraperboard, 122 x 122 em.
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Fig. 28 Storyboard for a documentary, 1994- , gouache, 1ndividual irr.ages of 20 x 20 em
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large areas of colour are filled in. Smaller detail is subsequently included. This procedure allows

me to make changes or overpaint where necessary as the work progresses. In "Madonna with

Walnut and Ginger" (1994) (Fig. 29, p. 75), a traditional central position of the Madonna and child

is used. The titie also reflects the Renaissance tradition of referring to specific atlributes within the

particular painting such as Raphael's "Madonna of the Goldflnch"(1507) in which the Christ child is

depicted cupping a goldfinch, or Botticelli's "Madcr.na ofilie Magnificat" (1480-85) in which the
Madonna is engaged in writing a score. MMadonnawith Walnut and Ginger" depicts a • '.-:sping cat

and walnut on either side of the seated Madonna, implying a domestic scene, also by its culinary

reference. The Madonna is surrounded and even pierced by paper jets and banners float across

her face, obscuring one eye. Her other eye is closed, signifying an absorbed contemplation.

Behind her, dark clouds gather in the distance. The quietness of the meditative image is disturbed

by the flurry of paper jets, seemingly projected from outside the depicted image. By cutting across

the edges of the image, the constructed wor1d is implied to continue beyond the frame. The

sleeping cat the walnut and the Madonna, oblivious of the movement around her all indicate a

suspension of time while the child is the only participant in the action. His genUe grip on the paint

of one of tt.e banners signifies an awareness of the action about him.

~1
I

~ I

"Partially Draped Madonna and Child"(1995) (Fig. 30, p. 75) is a much smaller image presented in

an elaborate gilt frame in the tradition of conventional portraiture. The Madonna is presented semi-

nude, draped with a cloth covering the right side of her face as well as the head and eyes of the

child. The child is shown sucking on her finger. In both depictions of the Madonna, the religious

icon, while remaining a devotional subject is altered to upset a conventional contemplative reading

of the image. While an aura of spiritual attention is present and the Madonna seems oblivious to
the disruption, a sense of disquiet prevails,

In my religious paintings, I do not place the subjects in a contemporary setting merely to add a

contemporary relevance to them, but rather discover in contemporary events a religious

significance. This can be shown in my depiction of "The Last Supper" (1996), a large triptych

resembling an altarpiece. The idea of painting the religious thame was prompted by an encounter

..
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Fig, 29 Madonna with Walnut and Ginger, 1994, oil on wood, x em

.<1

J
Fig. 30 Partially draped Madonna and Child, 1995, oil on wood, x em
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Fig. 31 The last Supper, 1996, oil on wood, central panel 135 x 225 em, side panels 135 x 10,3

em each.

o
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in a Dutch bar in which a group of elderly tourists had assembled around an oval table for

refreshments. The moment of waiting for the beverages to arrive presented a scene of JOyous

gathering which contrasted to the spectre of their age and mortality. In the central panel of my

painting, twelve elderly figures are portrayed waiting around an oval table, perspectivally tipped to

fill the frame. While a figure of Christ is absent, a suggestion of spiritual presence may be read in

the strong central, but invisible light source. The scene is set on what seems like a frozen lake, on

which the figures are clearly waiting, clutching worthless little attributes such as a stone, a bus

ticket, a cigarette butt, a feather. The sacramental bread and wine are absent, but are depicted in

the side panels, ready for consumption. Whereas in a traditional altarpiece the various panels

meet in a unified and mutually supportive reading, the side panels in my depiction suggest an
unattainable moment. This reading is supported by the different perspectives used in the panels

as weH as the contrasting landscapes. The central panel, In its tipped perspective, achieves a

claustrophobic effect in its limited and flattened space, while the view beyond the tables with the

bread and wine in the side panels, plunges into deep landscape. Fonnallinks to maintain unity

between the panels, involve the use of alternating areas of similar colour, as in the rendition of the

ice in the central panel and the table-cloths in the side panels. The scene presents the viewer with

a 'pregnant moment' in which the religious theme of the Eucharist with its ritual significanc3 of

communion is frustrated. As discussed in Chapter 2 the 'pregnant moment' presents a moment in

the action that reveals all that had led up to it, and all that would follow. In "The Last Supper" the

suspended poses of the figures give no evidence that any significant action preceded the

portrayed moment or will follow it, implying an eternal waiting.

In "Deadly Sins" (1996-7), this form of 'reappraisal' of a traditional religious theme is continued.

Consisting of a series of eight panels (80 x 80 cm), the traditional pictorial convention of the seven

cardinal sins as an opportunity for devotional reflection on the seriousness of transgression, as

obligated by the church, is ridiculed. Traditionally defined as those sins punishable by spiritual

death, Gillie (1980) outlines the list as follows: Pride, Envy, Sloth, Gluttony, Avarice, Anger and

Lust. As a farcical 'riddle' I have included the sin of 'speeding' as an additional vice, s!lggesting

thereby that this list of sins may be endlessly expanded. As depictions of events of temptation, the

viewer is enticed by the situation presented, having to figure out the sin depicted. In "Lust" (Fig.
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Fig. 32 Deadly SilUl~:Lust, 1996,

oil on canvas, 80 x 80 ern

Fig. 33 Lt.ddt1 Sins: Greed, 1996,

oil on canvas, 80 x 80 cm

Fig, 34 Deadly Sins: Gluttony, 1996,

oil on canvas, 80 x 80 cm
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Fig. 32 D~ad!y Sins: lMst, 1996,

oil on canvas, 80 x 80 em

Fig. 33 D~adly Sins: Greed, 1996,

oil on canvas, 80 x 80 em

Fig. 34 Deadly Sins: Gluttony, 1996,

oil on canves, 80 x 80 em
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32, p. 78), a couple are seated on opposite sides of a park bench. The scene implies that they are

not acquainted but their sideward glances suggest them contemplating a liaison. The image

contains obvious sexual references, e.g. the bag of bananas, the phallic shape of the bench and
the handbag, the empty wastebin and the incisions in the ground. Other treatments of the sins play

with more complex narrative possibilities in which the 'pregnant momenf may instigate numerous
fantasies in the viewer's mind. The 'before' and 'after' of the situation is not given. II'!some images

(j tension is set up through formal means to suggest potential for an act In wGreed" (Fig. 33, p.

78), for example, a hot red carpet sets the scene for the juxtaposition of a woman on a circular

couch, facing an upright ashtray. The situation suggests a hotel foyer, giving rise to numerous

possible inflections on the theme OIU greed. A narrative is thus SU9~ested but not completed. In
images where an act has clearly taken ptace, as in "Gluttony·(Fig. 34, p. 78), the viewer needs to

consider the details contained in the image as evidence for a construction of a narrative. The

images are depicted as views from a bigger scene, where the framing seems to focus almost

acCIdentally on insignificant de'jail. Lighting also suggests an unspecified moment in time as a

further gesture of storytelling, bflt not supplying anything to be read chronologically.

In 'Passlon Play" (1996), fragmentation functions somewhat differently within a given narrative.

Referring to traditions! theatrical staQinga of the suffering of Christ, the serial presentation of

scenes significant to the relating of the event is suggested by the repetition of nine panels.

However, the expectation of narration is frustrated as the viewer is presented wrth close-up views

of det3i1from a bigger picture. Titled as numbered details, the individual panels further suggest the

fragments to belong to one bigger image. The idea of focussing in on detail as encountered, e,g. in

arthistorical analysis of imaqes, is consciously invoked. As significations of importance, they

establish a sense of hierarchy of events within a narrative and recall the traditional convention of

the fOlJrtean stations of the cross where the viewer is meant to move form one scene to the next in

participative contemplation of the event While some of the images cleerly reflect on the passion,

others include details which point to a parallel event In "Passion Play' Oetail6"(Fig. 35, p. 80) the

red cloth held up by two hands reminds of the veil of St. Veronica while the shouting figure of a

woman in front of it confuses the reading. The figure of a man lighting a cigar in "Passion Play:
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Fig. 35 Passion Play: Detail 6 , 1996, oil on wood, 61 x 61 em
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Fig. 36 PassiOR~Play: Detail 4 , 1996, oil on wood, 61 x 61 em
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Fig. 35 Passion Play: DetailS , 1996, oil all wood, 61 x 61 em

Fig. 36 Passion Play: Oetail4 , 1996, oil on wood, 61 x 61 em
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Detail 4" (Fig, 36, p. 80) similarly disrupts the reading of the passion. As such these foreign

elements suggest incidents within the staging of a passion play, heightening the artifice of the

staging of such a narrative. As in Spencer's series "Christ preaching atCookham Regaltaw (1956-

59), the actual event is overshadowed by side events. In "Passion Play" this functions in the form

of representation~ within a representation, the idea of a stageeAplay already suggesting an

alternative reality. The viewer is unable to enter into a conventional contempJativ~reflection on the

passion events, being aware instead of the staging thereof, and identifying with the porlfayal rather
than the suffering.

Through the constructing of an alternative reality I have found a vehicle to provide situations which

allow me to explore the rar~e of narranve possibilities in my views on religious underpinnings in

society. While there is a critical intent my gestures of storytelling never prescribe a single reading
but aim to present a suspended narrative, informed by my own vision.
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